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SUMMARY
PROPOSING AGENCY:

University of Hawaii Community Colleges
Office of Capital Improvements
1960 East-West Road, Biomedical Sciences Building, B-102
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

APPROVING AGENCY:

University of Hawaii Community Colleges
Office of Capital Improvements
1960 East-West Road, Biomedical Sciences Building, B-102
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

AUTHORIZED AGENT:

Wilson Okamoto Corporation
1907 S. Beretania Street, Suite 400
Honolulu, Hawaii 96826
Contact: Mr. Ronald Sato, AICP
Phone: 808-946-2277

PROJECT LOCATION:

Kaneohe, Oahu, Hawaii

TAX MAP KEY:

(1) 4-5-23: 14

AREA:

Approximately 64 acres

EXISTING USE:

Windward Community College

STATE LAND USE DESIGNATION:

Urban District

ZONING DESIGNATION:

Agricultural, General (AG-2)

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
PLAN DESIGNATION:

Public Facility (PF)

PROPOSED ACTION:

The University of Hawaii Community Colleges is proposing to
construct a new Library and Learning Resources Center (LLRC)
at Windward Community College. The existing Building H (Hale
Manaleo) will be demolished and replaced with the new LLRC. In
addition three (3) segments of Ala Koolau will be widened and two
(2) new parking lots will be constructed.

IMPACTS:

No significant impacts are anticipated from the proposed project.
Construction activities are anticipated to have insignificant shortterm noise and air quality impacts in the surrounding area. All
applicable government rules and regulations will be complied with
during construction to minimize construction-related impacts.
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DETERMINATION:
PARTIES CONSULTED DURING
DRAFT EA:

WCC Library & Learning Resource Center

Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)
Federal
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
State
Department of Accounting & General Services
Department of Education
Department of Health (DOH), OEQC
DOH, Environmental Planning Office
DOH, Environmental Management Office
Department of Land & Natural Resources (DLNR)
DLNR, Historic Preservation Division
Office of Hawaiian Affairs
Department of Transportation
Windward Comprehensive Health Center
Hawaii State Hospital
Judiciary, Kaneohe District Courthouse
City
Board of Water Supply
Department of Parks & Recreation
Department of Planning & Permitting
Department of Transportation Services
Fire Department
Police Department
Department of Facility Maintenance
Other
Kaneohe Neighborhood Board, No. 30
Representative Ken Ito
Representative Cynthia Thielen
Representative Pono Chong
Representative Jessica Wooley
Representative Chris Lee
Senator Jill Tokuda
Senator Clayton Hee
Councilmember Ikaika Anderson
Councilmember Rod Tam
Hakipuu Learning Center
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PREFACE
This Final Environmental Assessment was prepared pursuant to Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes
(HRS) and Title 11, Chapter 200, Department of Health Administrative Rules. The University of Hawaii is
proposing to implement improvements to the Windward Community College (WCC) on the Island of Oahu.
This proposed project involves the construction of a new Library and Learning Resources Center (LLRC)
and parking lot on the WCC campus. If funding is available, the following additive improvements are
proposed: another parking lot will be constructed and three (3) segments of Ala Koolau will be widened.
This EA includes an assessment of impacts covering the entire project with the additive improvements.
An Environmental Assessment for Windward Community College Master Plan (October 1987) was
previously prepared by the Department of Accounting and General Services. The Environmental
Assessment (EA) did not include the proposed LLRC in place of Hale Manaleo. As a result, an EA is being
prepared pursuant to Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS) and Title 11, Chapter 200, Hawaii
Administrative Rules (HAR). In addition, the proposed project involves the use of State lands and funds.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND

Windward Community College (WCC) is one of seven public community colleges in the State of Hawaii and
one of four community colleges located on Oahu. WCC is part of the University of Hawaii system. WCC
provides two-year liberal arts program and an extensive non-credit employee training program. WCC also
offers a variety of cultural and educational classes for the community. WCC opened in the Fall of 1972 with
an enrollment of 535 students, offering a limited variety of courses in the liberal arts and more limited
offerings in selected vocational fields. Over the past 36 years, WCC has expanded in enrollment and the
types of classes and services provided. For Spring 2009, approximately 1,854 students are enrolled at
WCC.
The parcel on which the subject property is situated is owned by the State of Hawaii and placed under the
jurisdiction of the State Department of Health by Executive Orders No. 589 and 1243. Since 1970, the
State Hospital site has been shared with the WCC, when eight buildings were transferred to the College.
In October 1985, the Director of Department of Health and the President of the University of Hawaii signed
a Memorandum of agreement in which approximately 66 acres of land containing buildings occupied by
WCC would be transferred to the College.
1.2

WINDWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE MASTER PLAN

1.2.1 Previous Environmental Assessment
An Environmental Assessment for Windward Community College Master Plan was prepared in October
1987. The proposing agency was the State of Hawaii, Department of Accounting and General Services
(DAGS). DAGS proposed a site and facilities development plan to accommodate the projected educational
needs of WCC. Several alternatives were developed which combined the best use of existing facilities with
proposed new buildings. Four new buildings were proposed: a two-story multi-purpose building (Hale
Akoakoa, Campus Center), two academic instruction buildings (Hale Palanakila, Arts and Humanities and
Hale Imiloa/Hale Hokulani, Science and Imaginarium), and a physical education facility on the lower end of
campus. The remaining buildings would be renovated to accommodate the needs of the College.
1.2.2 Plan Review Use
The Plan Review Use (PRU) Permit for Windward Community College’s Five Year Master Plan was
approved on May 4, 1994 under Council Resolution No. 94-87, CD-1. As part of the PRU, nine (9)
conditions were imposed, and all of the conditions have been complied with (see Section 4.2.4 for further
details).
Under this Resolution, Condition No. 8 addressed a timeframe for which building permits must be obtained
to implement the improvements indicated under that master plan. A request to modify this Condition to
grant a time extension was approved by the City Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP) on June 16,
2000. The time requirement under the Resolution was thus amended to extend it to the “eighth
anniversary” from the date of the adoption of this Resolution. Under this extension, the timeframe was
extended up to the year 2002. As a result, another time extension was required to allow for the
construction of the proposed LLRC and its accessory improvements.
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An amendment request was prepared and submitted to the DPP for processing and action by the City
Council. The amendment request to PRU Condition 8 was approved by the Zoning Committee on
November 18, 2008 and the City Council on December 3, 2008.
1.3

COMPLIANCE WITH CHAPTER 343, HRS

The Environmental Assessment for Windward Community College Master Plan (October 1987) did not
include the proposed LLRC. As a result, an environmental assessment (EA) is being prepared pursuant to
Chapter 343, HRS and Title 11, Chapter 200, HAR. The proposed project involves the use of State land
and State funds and, therefore, triggers the State environmental review process in accordance with
Chapter 343, HRS. Because the proposed project has been initiated by the University of Hawaii, the
project is considered an “Agency Action” by the University. The University of Hawaii is the “Proposing
Agency” initiating this action and will serve as the “Approving Agency” for the EA. Wilson Okamoto
Corporation is serving as the “Authorized Agent” on behalf of the UH in the preparation of this
environmental document. A Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) will be issued for this project.
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.1

PROJECT LOCATION

Windward Community College (WCC) in Kaneohe, within the Koolaupoko District of Oahu (see Figure 2-1).
WCC currently encompasses approximately 64 acres and is further identified as Tax Map Key (TMK) 4-523: 14 (see Figure 2-2). Situated about 200 feet above sea level, WCC is located on a gradually sloping
rise immediately below the Koolau Mountains. There is a panoramic view of Kaneohe Bay and the
Kaneohe Marine Corps Base. Access to WCC is from Keaahala Road, approximately one-half mile from
the intersection of Likelike Highway and Kahekili Highway.
WCC was formerly a portion of the Hawaii State Hospital (HSH), administered by the State Department of
Health. WCC has consolidated most of its buildings makai of the HSH, and the University of Hawaii has
been using the facilities as a community college since 1972.
The proposed LLRC will replace the existing Hale Manaleo located at the north end of the campus
quadrangle. Hale Laakea and Hale Manaopono are located mauka and makai of Hale Manaleo (see
Figures 2-3 and 2-4). An open lawn area and Ala Koolau is located to the east. The buildings at the north
end are Hale Palanakila, Hale Hokulani, Hale Imiloa, and Lanihuli Observatory. Buildings to the south are
Hale Akoakoa, Hale Alakai, and Hale Kuhina. Other buildings surrounding the project site are the one story
buildings Hale Noeau, and Hale Naauao.
2.2

EXISTING FACILITIES

WCC occupies fourteen buildings (as shown in Figure 2-3). Since the approval of the PRU in 1994, WCC
has implemented several of the improvements represented in the Five Year Master Plan based upon
available funding appropriated by the Legislature (see Figure 2-5). With the exception of the newly built
facilities (Building D - Hale Akoakoa, Building J - Hale Palanakila, Building K - Hale Imiloa/Hale Hokulani,
and Lanihulu Observatory), the other buildings were constructed between 1929 and 1935 and reflect the
early Spanish missionary style architecture. These buildings were converted from hospital wards to provide
classrooms, laboratories, office, and support facilities. These buildings do not lend themselves to efficient
use because of the limitations of the building design. Several of these facilities still need to be renovated to
better meet the educational needs of the faculty and students. Majority of the buildings are single story
except for the recently constructed buildings.
The remaining new facilities to be constructed include the proposed LLRC, a General Education Facility,
and a Child Care Services Center. In addition to renovating existing buildings and the construction of new
buildings, site improvements including upgrading utilities, roadways and walkways, and other infrastructure
also need to be implemented.
Since the approval of the Resolution, the following buildings have been demolished, renovated, or
constructed:



Akahi Building: This building was demolished and replaced with a parking lot.
Hale Palanakila: This new building along with parking relocation improvements were constructed in
conformance to the Master Plan. The building includes a 300-seat performance theatre, classes for
ceramics, photography, and art studies.
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FIGURE

Hale Manaleo on the right.

Ilima Way (looking mauka), with on street parking
to the left and Hale Manaleo to the right.

Project Site Photos – Hale Manaleo
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FIGURE

Hale Laakea, the existing Library, located mauka
of Hale Manaleo.

Hale Manaleo (looking mauka) from Hale Imiloa.
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Hale Manaleo (looking mauka) from bottom of
Ilima Way.

Ilima Way bisects the campus. Hale Manaopono
on the right and Hale Manaleo in the center
background.

WCC Five Year Master Plan Layout, 1992
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Source: Plan Review Use For a Five Year Master Plan for the University of Hawaii Windward Community College, May 1992.
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Central Kitchen Building: This building was demolished and replaced with the Campus Center (Hale
Akoakoa).
Lanihuli Observatory: A new 1,400 square foot observatory located at the northern end of the campus.
Hale Imiloa and Hale Hokulani: Construction of these buildings were completed in 1997 and 2000.
Student Parking Lot: The area for the Rehabilitation Building C has been demolished and replaced
with a new student parking lot located makai of Hale Alakai (Administration Building).
Status of Existing Buildings: The following is a summary of the existing campus buildings.
1. Hale Noeau: This building is used for their business program. This building was recently
closed for asbestos removal and will be re-opened very soon.
2. Hale Laakea: This building serves as the college’s library.
3. Hale Manaleo: This building is used for their language arts program. WCC proposes to
demolish this building and construct the new LLRC.
4. Hale Manaopono: This building is used for the math program.
5. Hale Naauao: This building is used as faculty offices.
6. Hale Alakai: This building is used as the college’s administration building.
7. Hale Kuhina: This building is used for WCC’s vocational and community education
programs.
8. Hale Ao is used for the Hawaiian Studies program and is located near the student parking
lot at the main entrance of WCC.
9. Hale Awa: This building has been leased to the Law Library Microfilm Consortium (LLMC)
until 2027. LLMC is a non-profit consortium of libraries devoted to providing economical
access to a wide range of legal land law-related materials.

Hale Laakea is a one-story, 6,155 square foot building that houses WCC Library. Hale Manaleo is also a
one-story, 6,155 square foot building that accommodates Language Arts. As mentioned above, these
buildings were once hospital wards and do not lend themselves to efficient use because of the limitations of
the building design. As a result, WCC proposes to demolish Hale Manaleo and replace it with the proposed
LLRC. Library services at Hale Laakea will move into the LLRC and the existing building will eventually be
renovated and used for another purpose. The classrooms and services at Hale Manaleo will move
elsewhere throughout the campus.
The vehicular entrance to the campus is on Keaahala Road. Ala Koolau intersects Keaahala Road and
continues around the major open space and campus buildings to define the perimeter of the campus. Ala
Koolau (formerly Ilima Way) bisects the quadrangle and is located immediately southeast of Hale Manaleo.
Parking for the campus is located in three primary areas and are accessed off of Ala Koolau: 1) to the right
of the WCC entrance along Keaahala Road, 2) across from Hale Palanakila, and 3) to the southeast of
Hale Akoakoa. There is also parking along Ala Koolau and around Hale Alakai, Hale Kuhina, and the
automotive area.
2.3

SURROUNDING USES

The Hawaii State Hospital (HSH) encompasses 102 acres of land mauka of the WCC. The HSH is the
State’s major psychiatric facility and is licensed for approximately 180 beds. While the HSH adjoins the site
on the south and southwest, the general character of the neighborhood is residential.
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To the northeast are Kaneohe District Park, State of Hawaii Department of Health’s Windward
Comprehensive Health Center, and the Hawaii State Judiciary’s Kaneohe District Courthouse (see Figure
2-6). Kaneohe District Park is maintained by the City and County of Honolulu and consists of a
gymnasium, pool, two baseball fields and tennis courts.
Residential developments are located to the west of WCC and northeast across Kahekili Highway.
Keaahala Stream starts one-fourth of a mile to the north of WCC campus, meanders through northern
portion of Kaneohe Town, and enters Kaneohe Bay at Makani Kai Marina.
2.4

PROJECT NEED AND OBJECTIVES

The development of WCC has progressed in accordance with the development plans represented in the
Five Year Master Plan. Unfortunately, the timeframes for implementing improvements have been subject
to funding availability and have unfortunately been delayed. The University of Hawaii has finally received
funding and is now moving forward to design and construct a new LLRC at the WCC campus.
The purpose of this project is to provide a state of the art facility that is capable of accommodating WCC’s
present and anticipated future enrollment. Majority of the existing buildings were constructed between
1929 and 1935 and were converted from hospital wards to provide classrooms, laboratories, office, and
support facilities. These buildings do not lend themselves to efficient use because of the limitations of the
building design. The existing Library (Hale Laakea) is approximately 6,155 square feet and is at full
capacity. As a result, the existing library is not equipped with modern electrical, mechanical, and other
telecommunications infrastructure to effectively accommodate the current level of computers and other
technology related equipment used by the College for their programs and functions. This project will satisfy
needed functional space requirements and facilities to correct current inadequacies in the existing Library’s
capacity to serve the students and faculty.
The project also includes widening and realignment of campus roads and construction of additional parking
stalls to fulfill campus master plan initiatives. The construction of the new LLRC will require additional
parking to accommodate for the increase in floor space. Two new parking lots are proposed. The
additional parking will also be in compliance with WCC’s Parking Implementation Plan. The Parking
Implementation Plan report prepared by Okita Kunimitsu & Associates, Inc. in October 1995 was approved
by the City on December 14, 1995, as part of the PRU permit. The Parking Implementation Plan (PIP)
establishes the number of required parking stalls and a phasing program to ensure the provision of
adequate parking with the projected growth and development of the campus. The necessary number of
parking and loading spaces provided would also be in accordance with the City & County of Honolulu’s
Land Use Ordinance. If funding is available, a second parking lot will be constructed
2.5

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.5.1 General
The University of Hawaii proposes to demolish Hale Manaleo to construct a new LLRC on the WCC
campus (see Figure 2-7). The new LLRC will provide a state of the art facility that is capable of
accommodating WCC’s present and anticipated future enrollment. The new LLRC will incorporate several
separate functions which are currently spread out in other buildings on the WCC campus. Included is 1)
the Library; 2) the Testing and Tutoring Center; 3) Instructional and Media Services; 4) Computing Services
and Computer Laboratory; and 5) LLRC Administration.
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The proposed project site is a highly used central location at the north end of the quadrangle. This site
optimally places the new LLRC at a convenient crossroads and hub for campus pedestrian traffic moving
between the buildings at the south end of campus and the buildings at the north end of campus (see Figure
2-7). Included among these are the Student Center, the Humanities Building, the Science Complex,
classroom buildings and parking.
The project also includes widening of campus roads and construction of additional parking stalls to fulfill
campus master plan initiatives, as shown in Figure 2-7.
2.5.2 Library and Learning Resources Center
The proposed LLRC is a three story, 62,000 square foot facility that will replace the existing one story Hale
Manaleo, which will be demolished. The proposed modern facility will house the library, learning skills
center, computer labs, and media center. The library and related services will be located on the first floor,
with study areas, conference rooms, offices, and other library related services on the second and basement
levels. The proposed facility will be less than 50 feet in height (Figures 2-8 and 2-9).
The LLRC will be designed not to significantly impact the expansive green open space of the quadrangle,
dramatic views of the Ko’olau mountain range, prominent banyan trees and distant views of the ocean at
Kaneohe Bay. There banyan trees located around Hale Manaleo which will be protected during the
construction of the new facility.
In February 2008, the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) was consulted to obtain approval to
demolish the existing Hale Manaleo in order to construct a new LLRC that is more efficient in space and
accommodate the needs and requirements of staff, faculty, students and the public. The proposed design
was approved by SHPD, with the provisions that the defining characteristics of the historic area be
respected and maintained.
The exterior design of the proposed facility will be consistent with the Spanish Mission Revival architectural
style already established throughout the campus. The design will encourage the use of natural daylight
and allow for views of the Koolau mountains to the west and distant ocean views to the north and east. To
promote environmental sustainability, the project goal is to achieve a Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Silver or better certification, based on the U.S. Green Building Council
criteria.
Currently the view from the LLRC is impaired by the overhead power lines and poles that run directly in
front of the building and campus quadrangle. The overhead power lines and poles will be removed.
The portion of Ala Koolau that bisects the campus will be closed and the existing accessible parking stalls
relocated (see Figures 2-4 and 2-7). The results will extend the campus quadrangle and create a
contiguous, green, open space, thus maintaining and enhancing the existing view corridors. A fire lane will
be located immediately makai of the proposed LLRC. The closure of this portion of Ala Koolau and the fire
lane will also function as a plaza for pedestrian circulation and gathering space.
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Proposed LLRC and parking lot
Additive Items
Not to scale.
Source: Architects Hawaii, Ltd.
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Overall Site Plan
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West and South Elevation Plans
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2.5.3 Parking and Roadway Improvements
The proposed project also includes widening of campus roads and construction of additional parking stalls
to fulfill campus master plan initiatives (see Figures 2-7, 2-10, and 2-11). Two parking lots are proposed as
part of the proposed project. A new parking lot (hereinafter referred to as parking lot #1) is proposed in an
undeveloped area northwest of the existing parking lot at the WCC entrance. Parking lot #1 will be
approximately 27,583 square feet and consist of 92 parking spaces (including 10 ADA stalls). In addition, 4
ADA stalls will be provided near Hale Manaopono and Hale Laakea (2 parking stalls near each building).
While a total of 96 stalls will be added to this area, 10 parking stalls along Ala Koolau will be removed,
resulting in a net addition of 86 parking stalls. The parking lot will essentially be an expansion of the
existing parking lot near Hale Ao (Hawaiian Studies Building).
If funds are still available, a second parking lot (hereinafter referred to as parking lot #2) is proposed near
Hale Awa (see Figures 2-5 and 2-7). Parking lot #2 will be approximately 11,116 square feet and consist of
30 parking stalls. This area is already paved and was previously used as a tennis court. If this parking lot
is constructed, a total of 126 stalls could be provided under the LLRC project.
Also proposed is the road widening of three (3) segments of Ala Koolau. Approximately 420 feet of Ala
Koolau between Hale Imiloa and the maintenance yard will be widened from to 20 feet to 53 feet to realign
with the portion of Ala Koolau fronting Hale Palanakila (see Figures 2-5 and 2-7).
Approximately 533 feet of Ala Koolau behind Hale Palanakila will be widened from 23 feet to 31 feet to
match the width of the adjacent segment of roadway. Improvements will also include approximately 21
parallel parking stalls along Ala Koolau. If all proposed improvements are constructed a total of 137
parking stall will be provided under the LLRC project.
The third segment of Ala Koolau to be widened is along the southern boundary of WCC, between Hale
Kuhina and the student parking lot. Approximately 700 feet of Ala Koolau will be widened from 15 feet to
25 feet.
2.6

PROJECT SCHEDULE AND COST

Design of this project is occurring during the EA process. Construction of this project will occur after
completion of the project’s design. The initial phase will consist of the construction of the new LLRC and
parking lot #1 near entrance parking lot. Depending upon funding, later phases would include the
additional parking lot #2 adjacent to Hale Awa and the roadway widening of three (3) segments of Ala
Koolau. The current schedule is for construction to begin in early 2010 and be completed in the year 2011.
In Fall 2007, WCC with the help of the community and key legislators appropriated $41.6 million for its
construction.
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT, PROJECT
IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The following is a description of the existing environment, assessment of potential impacts and proposed
measures to mitigate potential adverse impacts resulting from the proposed project.
3.1

CLIMATE

The climate of the coastal and central lowlands of Kaneohe is characterized by frequent tradewind showers
and moderate rainfall. WCC is situated near the slopes of the Koolau Range where rainfall is high and
cloudiness is common. According to the Hawaii Rainfall Atlas, the median annual rainfall in the vicinity of
WCC is about 75 inches.
The average monthly temperature ranges from 69˚ to 79˚ F. The highest temperature occurs in August or
September and the lowest in January or February.
Tradewinds are predominant during the summer months, blowing from the north-northeast 90 percent of
the time. During the winter months, they prevail less than 50 percent of the time. The mean wind velocity
throughout the year is approximately 11 knots.
3.2

GEOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY, AND SOILS

The physiography of Windward Oahu is dominated by the Koolau Range, the eroded remnants of a
volcanic dome. Land in Haiku Valley is overlain by materials deposited during the subsequent Honolulu
volcanic series. Precipitous fluted cliffs extend for 20 miles on the Windward side of the Koolau Range.
The Kaneohe area is characterized by deep amphitheatre valleys, separated by steep-sided basaltic ridges
that project seaward from the Koolau Range. Collovium deposited at the base of the cliffs by erosion,
smooth the transition to stream deposited alluvium on the coastal plains. While much of the coastal plain in
the Windward area is underlined by calcareous sedimentary materials, they are sparse in Kaneohe.
WCC is located on land characterized by older and younger alluvium. The older alluvium forms an apron at
the base of projecting Koolau basaltic ridges and spurs. Its composition is predominantly silt and clay with
lesser amounts of sand and gravel, and a few beds of poorly sorted gravel and cobbles. The younger
alluvium, which extends up stream valleys, consists chiefly of reworked older alluvium and is composed of
gravel, sand and silt.
WCC’s campus site generally slopes downward from south-southeast at 260 feet to the north at 200 feet.
The proposed project site (Hale Manaleo) slopes from an approximate elevation of 240 feet on the
southwest corner to an approximate location of 225 feet to the northeast (mauka side of Hale Manaopono).
According to the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service (1972), the soils in the project site belong to
the Lolekaa-Waikane Association, “Deep, nearly level to very steep, well-drained soils that have a
dominantly fine-textured subsoil; on fans, terraces and uplands. “
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The following soil types are found in the project area (see Figure 3-1):


Alaeloa silty clay, 15 to 35 percent slopes (AeE) – This soil occurs on smooth side slopes and toe
slopes in the uplands. In a representative profile the surface layer is dark reddish-brown silty clay
about 10 inches thick. The subsoil, about 48 inches thick, is dark-red and red silty clay that subangular
blocky structure. The substratum is soft, weathered basic igneous rock. The soil is medium acid in the
surface layer and strongly acid in the subsoil. Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is medium, and
the erosion hazard is moderate. This soil is used for pineapple, pasture, truck crops, orchards, wildlife
habitat, and homesites.



Hanalei silty clay, 2 to 6 percent slopes (HnB) – On this soil, runoff is slow and the erosion hazard is
slight. This soils is used for sugarcane, taro and pasture.



Lolekaa silty clay, 3 to 8 percent slopes (LoB) – This soil is on terraces and fans. In a representative
profile the surface layer is dark brown silty clay about 10 inches thick. The subsoil is 46 to more than
70 inches thick. The upper part is dark brown silty clay that has subangular blocky structure, and the
lower par is dark yellowish-brown loam that has subangular blocky structure. The substratum us
strongly weathered gravel. The soil is strongly acid in the surface layer and strongly acid to extremely
acid in the subsoil. Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow, and the erosion hazard is slight.
The available water capacity is about 1.3 inches per foot of soil. Soft, weathered gravel is common in
the subsoil but does not affect use and management of the soil for farming. The soil is used for
pasture, homesites, truck crops, bananas, and papaya.

Impacts and Mitigation Measures
No significant impact on the geology, overall topography, or soils of the project site is anticipated during the
construction of the proposed facilities. Construction of the proposed facilities will require grading activities
and excavation for building foundations, utilities, and roadbeds. Graded and excavated areas will be built
over, paved over, or backfilled and landscaped. To achieve required elevations for proper drainage,
grading within the project site may slightly alter the existing topography.
The proposed LLRC, parking lot #2 and the roadway widening will occur on lands which have been
previously disturbed. Cut and fill will be no more than a two to one ratio. The proposed parking lot #1 will
be placed adjacent to the existing parking lot, which is currently undeveloped and covered with overgrown
vegetation. The elevation of parking lot #1 is likely to generally match existing grade and site grading for
parking lot should generally be limited to shallow cuts and fill. Parking lot #2 will be placed adjacent to Hale
Awa, an area already paved and previously used as tennis courts. Excavation and grading activities
associated with construction will be regulated by the City and County of Honolulu grading ordinance.
Graded and excavated areas will be built over, paved over, or backfilled and landscaped.
A National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Individual Permit for Storm Water Associated
with Construction will be required for construction of the proposed project area as the area of soil
disturbance from activities such as clearing and grubbing, grading and stockpiling will be in excess of one
acre. The permit requires compliance with a Best Management Practices (BMP) Plan which, in turn
requires compliance with City ordinances pertaining to grading, grubbing, stockpiling, soil erosion and
sedimentation. Site specific erosion and sediment control measures of the BMP plan may include
construction of berms to detain run-off and installation of silt fences to filter silt from run-off.
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To minimize potential short-term erosion impacts during construction activities, various erosion control
measures are available for implementation. Erosion control measures considered to minimize effects
during construction may include: use of temporary sprinklers in non-active construction areas; stationing
water trucks on the site during construction to provide immediate sprinkling in active construction areas;
use of temporary silt fencing, sand bags, or screens; thorough watering of graded areas after construction
activity has ceased for the day; or sodding or planting of affected areas immediately after site work has
been completed.
No significant long term impacts on soils are anticipated as a result of the proposed project and its
accessory improvements. Areas disturbed during construction will be built over, paved, or landscaped to
minimize erosion and sedimentation.
Other Construction Related Disturbances
Dust, noise, odor, and traffic disturbances associated with construction activities are not expected to
significantly impact the surrounding environment. Fugitive dust is expected to be minimal because
construction would involve relatively minimal grading and excavation activities. Dust control measures
could be considered to minimize soil loss from fugitive dust emissions such as implementation of a watering
program. Other measures include practices of good construction management at the job site, and the
paving or planting of bare areas when practicable.
Construction access from Keaahala Road and an access road would be built off of Ala Koolau between
Hale Naauao and Hale Manaopono. Construction-related noise may have an impact upon students and
faculty at WCC since construction activities may occur during the school year and during regular school
hours. However, this would be a temporary impact, as construction will only last until completion of the
project. If required, a noise variance for construction activities from the State Department of Health would
be obtained by the contractor, and the requirements under the permit complied with. Further measures to
mitigate noise disruption to WCC would include erecting temporary plywood noise barriers. These noise
barriers would be placed between construction areas and campus buildings and construction in accordance
with University and DOH specifications.
Odor, if any, would be a negligible disturbance to those near the project site. Finally, traffic impacts by
construction vehicles on surrounding roadways should be minimal since construction of the proposed LLRC
will occur at WCC campus which is located away from the main highway and roadways used by the general
public. The only additional traffic generated on surrounding roadways would be that associated with
construction workers traveling to and from the site. This additional traffic would only be temporary
associated with the duration of construction activities.
An on-site staging area for construction vehicles and equipment will be located on campus. The contractor
will work with WCC administration to determine the area to be used for staging. The contractor will
implement necessary measures such as temporary chainlink fences to protect materials and constructionrelated equipment areas would be clearly marked and temporary fences used to keep unauthorized
persons out.
Necessary measures and best management practices would be developed throughout the project’s design
and coordinated with appropriate agencies for review. Required ministerial permits from the City will be
obtained after pertinent review and approval of the construction plans. Construction activities would need
to comply with pertinent Hawaii Administrative Rules (HAR) of the State Department of Health as Title 11,
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Chapter 46 (Community Noise Control), Chapter 54 (Water Quality Standards), Chapter 55 Z(Water
Pollution Control), Chapter 60.1 (Air Pollution Control).
3.3

HYDROLOGY

3.3.1 Ground Water
High-level ground water, isolated from seawater by dikes or other material of low permeability formed
during the basaltic lava flows of the Koolau Volcanic Series, maintains the base flow of streams, man-made
water-development tunnels, and the draft of pumped wells. The direction of groundwater movement is
predominantly southeastward from the mountains toward the valleys and ocean.
WCC is situated on alluvium underlain by a dike complex. The permeability of near-surface older alluvium
is low. Older alluvium and a weathered zone of lava flows can form a nearly impermeable cap confining
water in underlying unweathered lava. Windward Oahu wells located in alluvium generally have a low
yield.
The site is underlain by the Koolaupoko aquifer system, which is part of the Windward Aquifer Sector. This
system is identified as an unconfined, high-level dike aquifer. The total sustainable yield of the Koolaupoko
aquifer is 43 million gallon per day (mgd).
According to the State Commission on Water Resource Management, there is a potable water well (#
2449-01) within a half mile northeast of the WCC campus that is owned by the City and County of Honolulu
Board of Water Supply (BWS). A potable water well (#2449-02) also exists approximately 0.15 miles west
of the WCC campus that is owned by the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DNLR), however, it
is not currently in use. An irrigation well (# 2448-01) producing good quality water is located 0.1 miles
south of the WCC campus and is owned by the State Department of Health (DOH). A private well (#244802) is located 0.17 miles south of the campus, which is no longer in use and has been sealed.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
No significant impacts to groundwater underlying the project site are anticipated during construction of the
proposed facilities. Construction activities are not likely to introduce to, nor release from, the soil any
materials which could adversely affect groundwater, including groundwater sources for domestic use.
Construction of the new LLRC,parking lots, and accessory improvements are expected to have minimal
impacts on the surrounding groundwater system. The small increase in developed impervious surface from
this project would inevitably decrease the amount of localized groundwater recharge occurring at the
project site. However, this decrease is expected to be negligible and ultimately inconsequential to the
overall function of the area’s natural hydrologic system.
Storm runoff from the project site during site preparation will be controlled in compliance with the City and
County of Honolulu, Rules Relating to Storm Drainage Standards. Typical mitigation measures include:
appropriately stockpiling materials on-site to prevent runoff; building over, or establishing landscaping as
early as possible on disturbed soils to minimize length of exposure.
To minimize potential short-term erosion impacts during construction activities, various erosion control
measures are available for implementation. Erosion control measures considered to minimize effects
during construction may include: use of temporary sprinklers in non-active construction areas; stationing
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water trucks on the site during construction to provide immediate sprinkling in active construction areas;
use of temporary silt fencing, sand bags, or screens; thorough watering of graded areas after construction
activity has ceased for the day; or sodding or planting of affected areas immediately after site work has
been completed.
Construction material wastes will be appropriately disposed of and prevented from leaching into receiving
bodies of water. Dewatering is not anticipated for this project.
The proposed project would not cause any increases in College personnel, since the facility is intended to
service existing staff and students. Adding the proposed LLRC would not change the existing or future
enrollment for WCC. As a result, the operation of the proposed LLRC should not result in substantial
increases for potable water demand at the College that may significantly impact ground water resources.
3.3.2 Surface Water
Many streams, all short and some intermittent, flow generally northeastward from the crest of the Koolau
Range. The upper reaches of streams in amphitheater headed valleys are fed by numerous little tributaries
draining the steep pali. The streams flow in narrow valleys through hilly terrain. As they approach the
shoreline, the valleys join, becoming broad and flat-bottomed.
Streams near WCC include Kaneohe-Kamooalii, Keaahala, Kapunahala, and Heeia (see Figure 2-6). The
total length of the Kaneohe-Kamooalii stream channel is approximately 17.3 miles long, the segment of
Kaneohe Stream below Kamooalii and Kapunahala Streams is approximately 1.2 miles. Both Kamooalii
and Kaneohe Streams are perrennial, with Kamooalii Stream being a tributary of Kaneohe Stream. The
1990 Hawaii Stream Assessment rated Kaneohe Stream as having “substantial” riparian and recreational
resource values.
Kapunahala Stream, a tributary of Kaneohe Stream, flows 0.18 miles (972 feet) south of WCC.
Kapunahala Stream is a relatively short stream, running approximately 1.6 miles in length. The stream
drains a small subwatershed on the north flank of Puu Keahiakahoe, fed by Keaahala Spring. The lower
reach of Kapunahala Stream has a concrete lined channel with a confluence at Keneke Street, from there
the stream continues on and joins with Kamooali Stream.
Keaahala Stream flows along the northern portion of WCC property. Keaahala Stream is a perennial
stream that runs for approximately 1.9 miles. The lower 90 percent of the stream is channelized as it runs
through the urbanized landscape of Kaneohe while the upper 10 percent of the stream channel is natural
as it flows through forested, conservation land. The ability of the stream to support aquatic life is listed as
100% unsupported; this includes fish, shellfish, and wildlife protection and propagation. In addition, the
water quality of the stream is impaired by nutrients, other habitat alterations and exotic species. Keaahala
Stream is listed as having moderate aquatic resources, substantial riparian resources and moderate
recreational resources.
Heeia Stream is located approximately 0.15 miles (820 feet) north, northeast of WCC and is a perennial
stream running approximately 2.1 miles long. Two tributaries feed Heeia Stream – Iolekaa and Haiku
Streams. Heeia Stream supports some of the largest federally designated wetlands in the state as well as
Heeia Fishpond. The 1990 Hawaii Stream Assessment rates Heeia Stream as having an “outstanding”
riparian resource value and “substantial” recreational value. It is the only stream in the Kaneohe-Kahaluu
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area with an outstanding stream rating. To the southeast of the WCC campus, adjacent to Hawaii State
Hospital is located a traditional Hawaiian agricultural terraces or loi. The source of water for the loi and
gardens is an adjacent natural stream, Kapunahala Stream and Keaahala Spring. This loi area is also a
protected wetland.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
No significant impacts to surface waters located near in the vicinity of the project site are anticipated as a
result of the proposed project. Storm runoff from the project site during site preparation will be controlled in
compliance with the City and County of Honolulu, Rules Relating to Storm Drainage Standards. Excavation
and grading activities associated with construction of the proposed project will be regulated by the City’s
grading and ordinance. Typical mitigation measures include: appropriately stockpiling materials on-site to
prevent runoff; building over, or establishing landscaping as early as possible on disturbed soils to minimize
length of exposure.
Since the area of soil disturbance within the project site will exceed one acre and the coastal waters of
Kaneohe Bay are classified as “AA”, an NPDES Individual permit for Construction Storm Water Activities
will be obtained from the DOH. A Best Management Practices (BMP) Plan will be prepared in conjunction
with the NPDES Individual permit application. Dewatering and hydrotesting is not anticipated for the
proposed project.
The proposed project will not have a significant effect on Keaahala Stream or aquatic resources associated
with it. The project will not involve stream channel alterations or diverting of any surface flow water. The
only effect to the stream would be additional storm water runoff being directed into this stream due to the
increase of impervious area on campus. The proposed project will not result in the discharge (placement)
of dredged and/or fill material into waters of the U.S.
Construction impacts will comply with HAR, Chapters 11-54 and 11-55.
3.3.3 Coastal Waters
The proposed project site is approximately 1.9 miles mauka of Kaneohe Bay. Coastal waters within
Kaneohe Bay are classified as “AA: marine waters by State Department of Health Administrative Rules,
Title 11, Chapter 54“ Water Quality Standards. Class AA marine waters are recognized by DOH with the
objective that “these waters remain in their natural pristine state as nearly as possible with an absolute
minimum of pollution or alteration of water quality from any human-caused source or actions. To the extent
practicable, the wilderness character of these areas shall be protected.”
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
No significant impacts on coastal waters are anticipated as a result of the proposed project. During
construction, storm runoff has the potential to carry increased amounts of sediment into storm drain
systems and streams due to erosion of exposed soils. Storm runoff from the project site will be controlled
in compliance with the City and County of Honolulu, Rules Relating to Storm Drainage Standards.
Excavation and grading activities associated with construction of the proposed project will be regulated by
the City’s grading and ordinance. Typical mitigation measures include: appropriately stockpiling materials
on-site to prevent runoff; building over, or establishing landscaping as early as possible on disturbed soils
to minimize length of exposure.
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Appropriate BMPs would be considered and incorporated into design plans to address potential short- and
long-term impacts from runoff. In addition, such plans developed would be reviewed by pertinent agencies
for comments and approval prior to construction. Therefore, impacts on coastal waters and water quality
should be minimal and minor because the contractor will employ approved measures to prevent silt runoff
from construction areas along with complying with other related permit conditions.
The area of soil disturbance within the project site will exceed one acre and the coastal waters of Kaneohe
Bay are classified as “AA”. Therefore, pursuant to HAR Chapter 11-55, a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Individual permit for Construction Storm Water Activities will be required from
the State of Hawaii Department of Health (DOH). A BMP Plan will be prepared in conjunction with the
NPDES Individual permit application. Dewatering and hydrotesting is not anticipated for the proposed
project.
3.4

WETLANDS

A traditional Hawaiian agricultural terrace or loi is located southeast of Hawaii State Hospital, approximately
1,500 feet from the proposed LLRC. The source of water for the loi and gardens is an adjacent natural
stream, Kapunahala Stream and Keaahala Spring. This loi area is also a protected wetland.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
No significant impacts on the nearby loi are anticipated as a result of the proposed project. The loi is
approximately 1,500 southeast of the proposed project site and WCC’s campus site generally slopes
downward from south-southeast to north. Storm runoff from the project site will be controlled in compliance
with the City and County of Honolulu, Rules Relating to Storm Drainage Standards. Excavation and
grading activities associated with construction of the proposed project will be regulated by the City’s
grading and ordinance. Typical mitigation measures include: appropriately stockpiling materials on-site to
prevent runoff; building over, or establishing landscaping as early as possible on disturbed soils to minimize
length of exposure.
3.5

FLOOD HAZARD

Based on the Flood Insurance Rate Map (“FIRM”), Community Panel Number 15003C0270 F (revised
September 30, 2004) the project site is located within the following zones (see Figure 3-2):



Zone X: Areas determined to be outside the 0.2% annual chance of floodplain.
Zone D: Areas in which flood hazards are undetermined, but possible.

Impacts and Mitigation Measures
No impacts related to flooding are anticipated. The proposed project will increase the impervious surface
area, which will marginally increase storm runoff. Proposed drainage improvements, however, will be
designed to accommodate runoff.
3.6

FLORA AND FAUNA

The prevalent vegetation found at altitudes below 1,500 feet on the slopes of the Koolau Range, where
annual rainfall is 60 inches or more, consist of closed guava forests with shrubs. Characteristic plants
include guava (Psidium guajava), Boston fern (Nephrolepis exaltata bostoniensis), Hilo grass (Paspalum
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conjugatum), basket grass (Oplismenus hirtellus), false staghorn fern (Dicranopteris linearis), kukui
(Aleurites molucanna) and hala (Pandanus odoratissimus).
Vegetation along Kahekili Highway includes California grass (Brachiaria mutica) and lantana (Lantana
camara L.). Flora found along a branch of Keaahala Stream near Kahekili Highway include wedelia
(Wedelia trilobata), Job’s tears (Coix lachryma-jobi), basket grass (Oplismenus hirtellus), sword fern
(Nephrolepis sp.), umbrella sedge (Cyperus alternifolius), banana (Musa sapientum) and Christmas berry
(Schinus terebinthifolius).
Existing vegetation around Hale Manaleo consists of an open area covered with grass and several mature
banyan trees. Coconut palms are planted along Ala Koolau. WCC could provide habitats or be frequented
by a variety of mammals known to exist in the region, which includes feral cats, feral dogs, mongoose, rats
and house mice.
Birds found in the guava mixed forest and urban area of Kaneohe include the cardinal, barred and spotted
doves, pueo, ricebird and white-eye. The Elepaio and Iiwi may be found in the guava mixed forest that lies
beyond Hawaii State Hospital. The critical habitat area for the Elepaio is beyond the 2,000 foot elevation in
the Kaneohe Forest Preserve. These forests are not within the project site and will not be impacted by the
construction of the proposed project. Birds common to major urban areas also include the mockingbird,
myna, golden plover and house sparrow.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Since the project site does not provide a unique habitat in the area, no significant impacts on flora and
faunal species are anticipated. No candidate, proposed, or listed threatened or endangered species will be
disturbed. The incorporation of landscaping following construction will re-attract birds such as those
presently found on the site.
Site preparation for the proposed parking lot #1 will remove vegetation serving as habitats for the various
avian, mammal and insect species inhabiting that area. Comparable habitats in adjoining areas will
continue to be available to these species during construction and project landscaping will subsequently
restore some of the displaced habitats.
Mature banyan trees located around the proposed LLRC will be protected during construction. To the
extent possible, existing trees will be left in place as part of the campus landscape.
3.7

AQUATIC RESOURCES

Heeia, Keaahala, and Kaneohe Streams were surveyed by the U.S. Department of the Interior Fish and
Wildlife Service in 1978. Stream fauna found in the upper reaches of Heeia Stream, Keaahala Stream and
the lower reaches of Kaneohe Stream are presented in Table 3-1. In 1990, the DLNR’s Commission on
Water Resource Management (CWRM) and the U.S. National Park Service (USNPS) undertook a
cooperative project that produced the key stream reference document entitled Hawaii Stream Assessment
(HSA). According to the Hawaii Stream Assessment, Heeia, Keaahala, and Kaneohe Streams are
identified as streams that support aquatic, riparian, and recreational resources.
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Table 3-1
Stream Biota
Species

Heeia Stream

Kaneohe
Stream

Keaahala
Stream

Crustacea
*Atya bisulcata (Atyid shrimp)

X

*Macrobrachium grandimanus (Hawaiian Prawn)

X

X

X

Macrobrachium lar (Tahitian Prawn)

X

X

Procambarus clarkii (Crayfish)

X

X

Atyoida bisulcata

X

X

X

X

X
X

Mollusk
Nertina vespertina

X

Pisces
+Awaous stamineus (Goby)

X

Cichlasoma sp (Cichlid)

X

Clarias fuscus (Chinese catfish)
+Eleotris sandwicensis (Eleotrid)

X
X

X

X

Gambusia affinis (Mosquito fish)

X

Misgurnus anguillicaudatus (Oriental weatherfish)

X

Poecilia mexicana (Shortfin molly)

X

X

X

Poecilia reticulata (Guppy)

X

X

X

Tilapia mossambica (Tilapia)
Xiphophorus helleri (Green swordtail)

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Awaous guamensis

X

X

Chanos chanos

X

Elops hawaiiensis

X

Xiphophorus maculatus (Southern platyfish)
Stenogobius hawaiiensis

Kuhlia sanvicensis

X

X

Kuhlia xenura

X

X

X

Mugil cephalus

X

X

X

Caranx ignobilis

X

Sphyraena barracuda

X

X

Diodon hystrix

X

Damselfly
Megalagrion nigrohamatum nigrolineatum
* Endemic + Indigenous

X

X

All others, introduced

Source: U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Amadeo S. Timbol and John A. Maciolek, Stream Channel Modification in Hawaii, Part A:
Statewide inventory of Streams; Habitat Factors and Associates Biota, April 1978.
DLNR, Letter dated July 13, 2009 (see Appendix A)
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Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Since the project site does not provide a unique habitat in the area, no significant impacts on flora and
faunal species are anticipated. No candidate, proposed, or listed threatened or endangered species will be
disturbed. The incorporation of landscaping following construction will re-attract birds such as those
presently found on the site.
Site preparation for the proposed parking lot #1 will remove vegetation serving as habitats for the various
avian, mammal and insect species inhabiting that area. Comparable habitats in adjoining areas will
continue to be available to these species during construction and project landscaping will subsequently
restore some of the displaced habitats.
Storm runoff from the project site during site preparation will be controlled in compliance with the City and
County of Honolulu, Rules Relating to Storm Drainage Standards. Typical mitigation measures include:
appropriately stockpiling materials on-site to prevent runoff; building over, or establishing landscaping as
early as possible on disturbed soils to minimize length of exposure.
To minimize potential short-term erosion impacts during construction activities, various erosion control
measures are available for implementation. Erosion control measures considered to minimize effects
during construction may include: use of temporary sprinklers in non-active construction areas; stationing
water trucks on the site during construction to provide immediate sprinkling in active construction areas;
use of temporary silt fencing, sand bags, or screens; thorough watering of graded areas after construction
activity has ceased for the day; or sodding or planting of affected areas immediately after site work has
been completed.
Construction material wastes will be appropriately disposed of and prevented from leaching into receiving
bodies of water. Dewatering is not anticipated for this project.
3.8

NOISE

The State Department of Health (Title 11, Chapter 46, Department of Health Administrative Rules) defines
three classes of zoning districts and specifies corresponding maximum permissible sound levels due to
stationary noise sources such as air-conditioning units, exhaust systems, generators, compressors, pumps,
etc., and equipment related to agricultural, construction, and industrial activities (see Figure 3-3). These
levels are enforced for any location at or beyond the property line and shall not be exceeded for more than
10 percent of the time during any 20-minute period.
Ambient noise at the project area is generated by vehicular traffic on nearby Keaahala Road and Kahekili
Highway, along with Kaneohe District Park, the Department of Transportation Baseyard, and aircraft noise
associated with Kaneohe Marine Corps Base. Noise sensitive receptors the Hawaii State Hospital and
subdivisions located to the northwest of WCC.
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Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Noise from construction will be unavoidable
during the entire construction period. Because
construction activity will occur in different
locations of the project site at different times,
the intensity and duration of exposure to
construction noise at any receptor location will
vary. Development of the new LLRC and
accessory improvements involves excavation
and grading. The various construction phases
of the project may generate significant amounts
of noise, which may impact nearby residences,
Hawaii State Hospital, and the faculty and
students on campus.

Final Environmental Assessment

Figure 3-3
Maximum Permissible Sound Levels in dBA

Construction noise impacts will be mitigated
somewhat by compliance with provisions of the
State Department of Health (DOH)
Administrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 46,
“Community Noise Control”. Heavy vehicles
required for construction must comply with Title
11, Chapter 42 and “Vehicular Noise Control for
Oahu”. It shall be the contractor’s responsibility
to minimize noise by properly maintaining noise
mufflers and other noise-attenuating equipment,
and to maintain noise levels within regulator limits.
Since WCC is located in a residential area and bordered by existing homes, there will be some temporary
noise impacts on these surrounding residents. The majority of noise impacts will affect the residential
homes nearest to the construction site which are located along the northwest border of the campus,
adjacent to the area of construction impact.
Construction-related activities will temporarily increase ambient noise levels within the vicinity of the work
area. Actual noise levels produced would depend on the methods employed throughout construction.
Earthmoving equipment such as bulldozers and diesel-powered trucks would probably by the loudest
equipment used during construction. Typical ranges of construction equipment noise vary between 70 and
95 dBA.
Thus, construction activities are not expected to result in a significant impact. If necessary, a permit would
be obtained from the State DOH to allow these activities. This permit includes restrictions to help mitigate
potential noise impacts resulting from short-term construction activities, and would be followed by the
contractor.
In the long-term the proposed project will not generate significant additional traffic as discussed in Section
2.11. Hence, any increase in traffic-related noise will also not be significant.
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AIR QUALITY

The DOH has six (6) monitoring stations throughout the island of Oahu. Each monitoring station typically
does not monitor the full complement of air quality parameters. For selected criteria pollutants, the State of
Hawaii has established its State ambient air quality standards which are somewhat more stringent than the
federal standards under Hawaii Administrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 59. Hawaii AAQS are more
restrictive than federal standards for CO, NO2, and O3. In addition, Hawaii regulates emissions of hydrogen
sulfide (H2S), for which there are no federal standards. Hawaii has adopted the NAAQS for PM10, SO2, and
Pb. A summary of the federal and Hawaii ambient air quality standards that apply to the proposed project
area is presented in Table 3-2.
There is not air monitoring station on the windward side of Oahu. There are no point sources of airborne
emissions in the immediate vicinity of the project site. The air quality in this area is considered good with
the primary non-point source of emissions from vehicles travelling along Kahekili Highway. While there is
no air quality monitoring station in the vicinity of the project site, air quality is assumed to be in compliance
with state and federal standards. The PM10 levels have been well below the federal and state standards.
The PM 2.5 levels have also been well below Federal and State Standards.
According to the State Department of Health’s (DOH) 2007 Annual Summary Hawai‘i Air Quality Data, the
state’s air quality “continues to be one of the best in the nation, and criteria pollutant levels remain well
below state and federal ambient air quality standards.” The report contains five-year trends based on
annual averages for particulates, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide, annual averages of daily maximum 1and 8-hour values recorded for carbon monoxide, and annual averages of daily maximum 8-hour values
recorded for ozone concentrations from 2003 to 2007. During this period, the averages were well below
both the federal and, the, more stringent, State standards for carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide.
Table 3-2
State and Federal Ambient Air Quality Standards
Air Pollutant
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
Ozone (O3)
Particulate Matter ≤10 micrometers in
diameter (PM10)
Particulate Matter ≤2.5 micrometers in
diameter (PM2.5)
Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S)
Sulfur Oxides (SO2)

Source: State Department of Health, 2008
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Averaging
Time
1-hour
8-hour
Quarterly
Annual
1-hour
8-hour
Annual
24-hour
Annual
24-hour
1-hour
Annual
24-hour
3-hour

Hawaii AAQS
9 ppm
4 ppm
1.5 µg/m3
0.04 ppm
-0.08 ppm
50 µg/m3
150 µg/m3
--0.025 ppm
0.03 ppm
0.14 ppm
0.50 ppm

Federal (NAAQS)
Primary
Secondary
35 ppm
-9 ppm
-1.5 µg/m3
1.5 µg/m3
0.05 ppm
0.05 ppm
0.12 ppm
0.12 ppm
0.075 ppm
0.075 ppm
50 µg/m3
50 µg/m3
3
150 µg/m
150 µg/m3
15 µg/m3
15 µg/m3
35 µg/m3
35 µg/m3
--0.03 ppm
-0.14 ppm
--0.50 ppm (1,300
µg/m3)
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Impacts and Mitigation Measures
No significant impacts on ambient air quality are anticipated during construction and operation of the
proposed project.
The proposed project will have short-term construction-related impacts on air quality, including the
generation of dust and emissions from construction vehicles, equipment and commuting construction
workers. During construction, activities such as clearing, grubbing, grading, and excavation at the project
site will generate dust while vehicles and equipment will produce exhaust emissions. Dust control
measures stipulated by Department of Health Administrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 60, “Air Pollution
Control” regulations will be employed, as appropriate, during construction and may include:











Planning the different phases of construction, focusing on minimizing the amount of dust generating
materials and activities, centralizing on-site vehicular traffic routes, and locate potentially dusty
equipment in areas of least impact;
Providing an adequate water source at the site prior to start-up of construction activities;
Landscaping and rapid covering of bare areas, including slopes, starting from the initial grading phase;
Controlling of dust from shoulders, and access roads;
Providing adequate dust control measure during weekends, after hours, and prior to start-up of
construction activities; and,
Controlling of dust from debris being hauled away from project site.
Limiting the areas that are disturbed at any given time;
Applying chemical soil stabilizers, mulching, or using wind screens;
Establishing a road cleaning or tire washing program to reduce fugitive dust emissions from trucks
using paved roadways in or around the project site; and
Establishing landscaping early in the construction schedule to control dust.

The properties which are anticipated to be most affected by air quality impacts during construction are
Hawaii State Hospital and residences located at the north and south of WCC.
Emissions from construction equipment, trucks and commuting construction workers are not anticipated to
significantly impact ambient air quality. No air pollutants that may be generated at the project site are
anticipated to exceed federal or State ambient air quality standards in the vicinity. Slow-moving
construction vehicles, however, can disrupt peak hour traffic, increasing congestion and resulting in
vehicular emissions. Traffic congestion and resulting emissions will be mitigated by transporting slower
construction equipment during off-peak traffic hours.
In the long-term, operation of the proposed LLRC will have no significant impact on air quality in the vicinity
of the project site because there are not activities or other point sources associated with the proposed
LLRC that would be emitting significant air pollutants. The proposed project will not generate significant
additional traffic, as discussed in Section 4.11. Hence, any increase in traffic-related emissions will also not
be significant.
3.10 ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
An archaeological inventory survey/archaeological assessment for the project site was conducted by
Cultural Surveys Hawaii, Inc. to address Hawaiian customary and traditional rights and their applicability to
the project area (see Appendix B).
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Hawaiian legends and traditions indicate that the ahupua‘a of Kaneohe, on the eastern side of the
Ko‘olaupoko district, was associated with agricultural pursuits irrigated by the streams and/or springs. The
project area is situated in an area that was known for its extensive agricultural use. Some of the best
terraces were located in the vicinity of the project area. Historic maps identified six (6) Land Commission
Awards (LCAs) in the vicinity of the project area. LCA documentation indicates lands in the vicinity of the
project area were utilized for traditional Hawaiian habitation and agriculture.
The proposed project area is within the former Keaahala Military Reservation. In 1914, approximately 281
acres of land was relinquished to the United States of America for development of a military installation,
Keaahala Military Reservation, used as a field artillery range. In 1991, the Department of Army conducted
a field investigation of a portion of the Keaahala Military Reservation and determined that the “extensive
development of the project would have removed archaeological or historic features which may have been
present”. A large portion of the Keaahala Military Reservation is now under the jurisdiction of the State of
Hawaii and is currently being utilized as site locations for the Kaneohe District Park, Hawaii State Hospital,
and Windward Community College.
In 1924, 147 acres of the Keaahala Military Reservation was set aside for the construction of a new
Territorial Hospital, now known as the Hawaii State Hospital. Historic maps places the entire project area
within the Hospital complex. By the late 1950’s there were more than a thousand patients at the Hospital.
In 1950 a new treatment facility was constructed just mauka of the Hospital. The pre-war buildings were
gradually abandoned, and in 1972, the original hospital site was transferred from the Department of Health
to the University of Hawaii, for the creation of the Windward Community College.
Kaneohe Stream, Kapunahala Stream, and Keaahala Spring are important stream resources to the area.
Kaneohe Stream applies only to the segment below the confluence of Kamooalii and Kapunahala Streams.
Its tributaries comprises the mauka part of the Kaneohe watershed. Kapunahala Stream drains a small
subwatershed on the north flank of Puu Keahiakahoe, fed by Keaahala Srping. Although Kapunahala
Stream is shown on topographic maps as arising at around 600 feet elevation (above H-3) on the north
flank of Puu Keahikahoe, most of the perennial flow comes from Keaahala Spring at around 280 feet
elevation.
The earliest archaeological work in the Koolaupoko District was conducted by J. Gilbert McAllister and he
identified six sites in the vicinity of the project site: Site 338 (Papuaa a Kane, the pigpen of Kane), Site 341
and 334 (Kumukumu and Kapuna Springs), Site 335 (old terraces), Site 333 (Kane ame Kanalao Heiau),
and Site 340 (Kukuiokane Heiau) (see Figure 3-4). These sites are located 1,290 feet to 3,360 feet away
from the project area.
There is nothing to indicate Site 333, the old Kane ame Kanalao Heiau site now except an old stonewall
which may have been built subsequent from the rocks of the heiau. Site 335, old terraces, have been
neglected and full overgrown with weeds, but the rectangular terraces can still be seen. Site 340,
Kukuiokane Heiau, the largest and most important heiau in the region, was destroyed
Archaeological investigations, including an inventory survey, monitoring and data recovery were also
conducted for the Windward Highway corridor of Interstate Route H-3 project. Archaeological
investigations occurred at 49 archaeological sites in the Windward Highway project area, fifteen of which
are in the vicinity of the project area (see Figure 3-5).
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Not to scale.
Source: Cultural Surveys Hawaii, December 2008
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Historic Sites Identified by J. Gilbert McAllister

FIGURE
3-4

Not to scale.
Source: Cultural Surveys Hawaii, December 2008
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Historic Properties in the Vicinity of the Project Site
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On September 4, 2008, the entire project area was subjected to 100% pedestrian inspection. No historic
properties were identified. Based on background research, no historic properties (i.e. archaeological sites)
are expected to be encountered during the pedestrian survey of the project area. Successive land
modifications within the project area associated with the Keaahala Military Reservation, the Territorial
Hospital, and Windward Community College have caused extensive land disturbances (i.e. grading,
leveling, filling, etc.) which would have destroyed any evidence (surface and subsurface) of pre- and postcontact land use.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The proposed project involves the demolition of Hale Manaleo. This structure was built by at least 1928 as
a component of the Territorial Hospital. Due to the historic nature of this structure, SHPD was consulted.
In February 2008 SHPD was consulted with to obtain approval to demolish the existing Hale Manaleo
building. The proposed design was approved by SHPD, with the provision that the defining characteristics
of the historic area be respected and maintained (see Appendix C). SHPD required that the new LLRC
maintain a minimum distance of sixty (60) feet to any existing building. In addition, it was required that the
new building is located to the north of an imaginary line drawn from the south ends of Hale Manaopono and
Hale Laakea. Another provision was to provide a display depicting historical information for the Territorial
Hospital in the new LLRC.
WCC is also eligible for listing on the Hawaii and National Registers of Historic Places. The college campus
was originally the Territorial Hospital for the mentally ill. It is significant for its associations with the history
of treatment of the mentally ill in Hawaii and as a good example of the Spanish Mission Revival style of
architecture. Although Hale Manaleo is not individually distinctive, it contributes to the historic complex
which represents the prevailing philosophy at the time of providing more humane treatment and
environments for the mentally ill. As such, the new LLRC was designed to minimally impact the historic
character of the quadrangle area of WCC.
The proposed project is not expected to impact any archaeological historic properties, including subsurface
cultural deposits, due to the historic and modern land disturbances that have occurred within the project
area, which have likely destroyed any archaeological historic properties that may have once existed within
the project area.
SHPD determined an “effect with agreed-upon mitigation commitments”:
 An updated National Register of Historic Places nomination form for the eligible district;
 Good faith intent to update the current master plan, to include the guidelines, within 10 years pending
legislative approval;
 Commitment to provide an educational display within the proposed LLRC to include historical
information on the Territorial Hospital; and
 Intent to provide documents and collaborate with the Department of Health to display the original
asylum campus in a future museum in Bishop Hall (Hawaii State Hospital). Should the museum not
materialize within the next 10 years, WCC will provide information on their website.
In the event that historic resources, including human skeletal remains, are identified during the construction
activities, all work needs to cease in the immediate vicinity of the find, the find needs to be protected from
additional disturbance, and the SHPD will be contacted.
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3.11 TRAFFIC
Wilson Okamoto Corporation (WOC) prepared a traffic impact report for the proposed project (Appendix D).
A traffic survey was conducted on October 23, 2008, between the morning peak hours of 6:00 am and 9:00
am, and the afternoon peak hours of 3:00 pm and 6:00 pm. The following intersections were assessed to
determine the relative impact of the proposed project:




Kahekili Highway and Keaahala Road
Keaahala Road, Pookela Street, and the Windward Comprehensive Health Center Driveway
Keaahala Road and the Windward Community College Access Road

The intersections were assessed using the methodologies from the Transportation Research Board
Highway Capacity Manual and the Highway Capacity Software developed by the Federal Highway
Administration. Operating conditions at these intersections are described in terms of their level-of-service
(LOS). LOS is identified by LOS “A” (best) and LOS “F” (worst).
The peak hours of traffic in the vicinity of the project site generally occur between 7:30 am to 8:30 am and
4:00 pm to 5:00 pm.
Kahekili Highway and Keaahala Road – At this signalized intersection, both approaches of Kahekili
Highway (State Highway) have exclusive left-turn lanes, two through lanes, and a shared through lane and
right-turn lane. West of Kahekili Highway, Keaahala Road (City and County of Honolulu Roadway) is
generally oriented in the east-west direction and serves as an access road for the uses along it’s alignment,
as well as a connector road between Kamehameha Higwhay (State Highway) and Kahekili Highway. The
eastbound approach of Keaahala Road has one through lane, and exclusive turning lanes while the
westbound approach has an exclusive left-turn lane and a shared through and right-turn lane.
The traffic movements on Kahekili Highway approaches of the intersections operate at LOS “D” during both
peak periods, respectively, with the exception of the northbound through and right-turn traffic movement
which operates at LOS “C” during the PM peak period, respectively.
Traffic movements on both approaches of Keaahala Road operate at LOS “D” during both peak periods,
respectively. Traffic
Keaahala Road, Pookela Street, and the Windward Comprehensive Health Center Driveway – At this
unsignalized intersection, both approaches of Keaahala Road have exclusive left-turn lanes and a shared
though and right-turn lane. Pookela Street (Private Roadway) is generally oriented in the north-south
direction and provides access to the residential uses along its alignment. The northbound approach of
Pookela Street has one stop-controlled lane that serves all traffic movements. The southbound approach
of the intersection is comprised of the driveway for the Windward Comprehensive Health Center which has
one stop-controlle lanes that serves all traffic movements.
The critical traffic movements on the Keaahala Road approaches are eastbound and westbound left-turn
traffic movements which operate at LOS “A” during both peak periods, respectively. The Pookela Street
approach operates at LOS “A” and LOS “B” during the AM and PM peak periods, respectively. The
southbound approach of the intersection is comprised of the driveway for the Windward Comprehensive
Health Center. This approach operates at LOS “C” during both peak periods.
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Keaahala Road and the Windward Community College Access Road (Ala Koolau) – At this unsignalized
intersection, the westbound approach of Keaahala Road has one lane that serves left-turn and right-turn
traffic movements. The northbound and southbound approaches of intersection are comprised of the
access road (Ala Koolau) for the community college. The northbound approach has one stop-controlled
lane that serves through and right-turn traffic movements, while the southbound approach has one stopcontrolled lane that serves left-turn and through traffic movements.
At the intersection with the Windward Community College access road, Keaahala Road operates at LOS
“A” during both peak periods, respectively. The northbound and southbound approaches of the intersection
operate at LOS “A” and LOS “B”, respectively, during both peak periods.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The proposed LLRC is expected to house existing college functions and activities which are currently
spread out in other buildings on the campus. As such, the proposed project is not expected to generate
additional trips. However, as detailed in the Enrollment Projections University of Hawaii Fall 2008 – 2014
prepared by the Institutional Research Office at the University of Hawaii (July 2008), the enrollment at
WCC is expected to increase slightly in the next few years. The anticipated increase in enrollment is not
expected to have a significant impact on traffic operations in the vicinity of the college. Table 3-2
summarizes the projected Year 2011 AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes and operating conditions.
Traffic operations in the vicinity of Windward Community College are expected to remain similar to existing
conditions during both peak hours of traffic despite the anticipated increase in enrollment at the college.
The critical traffic movements at the intersection of Keaahala Road with Kahekili Highway are expected to
continue operating at LOS “D” or better during both peak periods while those at the intersection with
Pookela Street and the driveway for the Windward Comprehensive Health Center are expected to continue
operating at LOS “C” or better during both peak periods. Similarly, the critical traffic movements at the
intersection of Keaahala Road with the college’s access road are expected to continue operating at LOS
“B” or better during both peak periods.
Based on the analysis of the traffic data, the following are the recommendations of this study:
1. Maintain sufficient sight distance for motorists to safely enter and exit all project
driveways/roadways.
2. Maintain adequate on-site loading and off-loading service areas and prohibit off-site loading
operations.
3. Maintain adequate turn-around area for service, delivery, and refuse collection vehicles to
maneuver on the project site to avoid vehicle-reversing maneuvers onto public roadways.
4. Maintain sufficient turning radii at all project driveways/roadways to avoid or minimize vehicle
encroachments to oncoming traffic lanes.
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Table 3-3
Existing and Projected LOS Traffic Operating Conditions
AM
PM
Intersection
Critical Traffic Movement
Year
Year
Exist
Exist
2011
2011
D
D
D
D
LT
D
D
D
D
Eastbound
TH

Kahekili Hwy/
Keaahala Rd

RT

D

D

D

D

LT

D

D

D

D

TH-RT

D

D

D

D

LT

D

D

D

D

TH-RT

C

C

D

D

LT

D

D

D

D

TH-RT

D

D

D

D

Eastbound

LT

A

A

A

A

Westbound

LT

A

A

A

A

Northbound

LT-TH-RT

A

A

B

B

Southbound

LT-TH-RT

C

C

C

C

Westbound

LT-RT

A

A

A

A

Northbound

TH-RT

A

A

A

A

Southbound

LT-TH

B

B

B

B

Westbound
Northbound
Southbound

Keaahala Rd/
Pookela St/
WCHC Dwy

Keaahala Rd/
WCC Access Rd

3.12 VIEWS
WCC is located on gently sloping land on the northeastern slope of Puu Keahiakahoe, a peak in the Koolau
Range. Scenic views from the campus include Kaneohe Bay, Kaneohe town, Olomana Ridge, and the
towering Koolau Range to the northwest and southwest.
According to the City & County of Honolulu’s Koolaupoko Sustainable Communities Plan (August 2000),
WCC is located within an area that has continuous makai views.
The City & County of Honolulu’s Coastal View Study (1987) identifies two viewsheds within the Kaneohe
Bay Viewshed. Two significant roadway views are located within these sections, the first occurring along
Kamehameha Highway near the Heeia Boat Harbor. The second roadway view occurs from a portion of
the H-3 Freeway leading into Kaneohe Marine Corps Station. Kehekili Highway from Kamehameha
Highway to Likelike Highway is not identified as a road with significant scenic views.
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The existing WCC buildings, are generally not visible from public vantage points along Likelike and Kahekili
Highways due to low building profiles, topography, and forested areas surrounding much of the campus.
The proposed LLRC will take advantage of its location in the center of campus as well as take advantage of
the mauka and makai views from its location. The Koolau Mountains are viewed from most locations on
the WCC Campus. The two views that are identified in the WCC’s Urban Design Plan are the views to the
south and to the west. The lower image views from the campus are limited to a certain degree by the
campus buildings themselves on the north-northwest, west, southwest, east, northeast, and north. The
view to the south-southeast is open at grade level to the mountains.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The proposed project incorporates the scenic setting of the campus as an asset to the programs offered by
WCC. The proposed facility will be less than 50 feet in height and the architectural theme will reflect the
Spanish Mission Revival architectural style. The campus is generously landscaped and additional
landscaping will be provided to screen parking areas.
3.13 SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Population and Housing: The Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism (DBEDT)
estimates the population of Oahu at 905,601 for 2007. According to a demographic profile of various Oahu
neighborhoods prepared by the City’s Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP) using the 2000
Census data, Neighborhood Area 30: Kaneohe had a population of 36,736. In comparison to Oahu as a
whole, the Kaneohe population is slightly older; has a racial mix with less Asians and slightly more Native
Hawaiian or Pacific Islanders; a greater number of family households and a proportional number of
households with children under 18; higher homeownership rates; and, lower vacancy rates (See Table 3-4).
Economy: According to the 2000 Census data, the 1999 median household income for Kaneohe Census
District Place was $66,000, which is significantly higher than the median household income of $45,100 for
Honolulu and $49,800 for the state of Hawaii.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Population and Housing: No significant impacts to population or housing in the vicinity of the project site
are anticipated as a result of the construction and operation of the proposed project. The proposed new
LLRC and its accessory improvements are not expected to change the existing resident population in the
community or the windward region. There are no new residential units associated with this project and non
in-migration of individuals to reside within the City and County of Honolulu would result due to the new
LLRC. As a result, there should be no impact on the existing resident population in Kaneohe.
This project would also not change or alter the character of Kaneohe or the character of the island’s
Koolaupoko district. The project essentially adds another needed facility to the campus to alleviate existing
space shortages with the existing library. Thus, the project would only improve the existing campus
facilities intended to serve students and faculty there. Consequently, this project would not change existing
uses in the surrounding area or have a significant impact on surrounding land uses.
Economy: No significant impact to the economy within the vicinity of the project site are anticipated as a
result of the construction and operation of the proposed facilities. In the short-term, the proposed project
will confer some positive benefits to the local economy. Direct economic benefits will result from
construction expenditures both through the purchase of materials from local suppliers and through the
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employment of local labor, thereby stimulating that sector of the economy. During construction, retail
businesses in the vicinity of the project site may benefit from the increased presence of workers.
Table 3-4
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: 2000
Subject
Total population
AGE
Under 5 Years
5 – 17 years
18 – 64 years
65 years and over
Median age (years)
RACE (alone or in combination with other races)
White
Black or African American
American Indian and Alaska Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander
Other
HOUSEHOLD (BY TYPE)
Total Households
Family households (families)
With own children under 18 years
Married-couple family
With own children under 18 years
Female householder, no husband present
With own children under 18 years
Non – families
Living with non-relatives
Living alone and 65 years and over
Average persons per household
HOUSING OCCUPANCY AND TENURE
Total Housing Units
Occupied units
By owner
By renter
Vacant units
Available housing vacancy rate (%)
Homeownership rate (%)
Source:
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Neighborhood Area #30
Number
Percent

Number

O‘ahu
Percent

36,736

100.0

876,156

100.0

2,116
6,864
22,421
5,335

5.8
18.7
61.0
14.5

56,849
151,909
549,661
117,737

6.5
17.3
62.7
13.4

38.1

--

35.7

--

15,116
513
771
22,350
11,483

41.1
1.4
2.1
60.8
31.3

308,838
29,764
15,921
539,384
189,292

35.2
3.4
1.8
61.6
21.6

1,103

3.0

32,003

3.7

11,348
9,186
3,700
7,012
2,835
1,571
633
2,162
597
590

100.0
80.9
32.6
61.8
25.0
13.8
5.6
19.1
5.3
5.2

286,450
205,672
91,022
156,195
70,442
35,138
15,235
80,778
18,815
20,021

100.0
71.8
31.8
54.5
24.6
12.3
5.3
28.2
6.6
7.0

3.18

--

2.95

--

11,821
11,348
8,051
3,297
473

100.0
96.0
68.1
27.9
4.0

315,988
286,450
156,290
130,160
29,538

100.0
90.7
49.5
41.2
9.3

2.0

--

4.9

--

70.9

--

54.6

--

2001 Census File, City & County of Honolulu, Department of Planning & Permitting
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3.14 PUBLIC SERVICES
Emergency Services: Police protection is provided by the City and County of Honolulu, through the
Kaneohe Police Station, located at 45-270 Waikalua Road, approximately one mile from the project site.
Fire protection is provided by the City and County of Honolulu. The nearest station is Kaneohe Fire
Station, located at 45-910 Kamehameha Highway, approximately one mile from the project site.
Health care services for residents of the Kaneohe area are available at Straub Family Health Center
located at Windward Mall in Kaneohe. Medical care is available at the Castle Medical Center College in
Kailua, which also provides 24-hour emergency service. The Windward Comprehensive Health Center is a
State facility located along Keaahala Road near the entrance to the WCC. It consists of a Dental Health
Division, Early Intervention Division, Family Health Services Division, Health Promotion and Education
Office, Mental Health Divisions for children and for adults, Public Health Nursing Branch, and a WIC
branch. The adjacent Hawaii State Hospital is a 244-bed facility dedicated to serving adults with serious
mental illnesses.
Educational Services: Educational services for the Kaneohe area are provided by eight public schools.
These schools are the Heeia Elementary School (K-6), Benjamin Parker Elementary School (K-6),
Kapunahala Elementary School (K-6), Puohala Elementary School (K-6), Kaneohe Elementary School (K6), King Intermediate (7-8) , Castle High School (9-12), and Windward Community College.
The public library serving the Kaneohe area is the Kaneohe Regional Library which is part of the State of
Hawaii Library System.
Parks and Facilities: The Kaneohe area offers a host of public recreational facilities including Kaneohe
Playground, Kaneohe District Park, Kaneohe Civic Center Playground, Kaneohe Community and Senior
Center, Kaneohe Beach Park, Kaluapuhi Neighborhood Park, and numerous school parks. Facilities with a
regional service area include Hoomaluia Park and Pali Golf Course.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
In the short-term, construction activities at the project site may increase potential demand for police
services due to construction-related traffic, security of the construction site and the presence of more
people associated with construction. The potential need for fire protection services would increase due to
the presence of construction materials and equipment on the project site. The presence of construction
workers and others at the project site would also increase the potential demand for emergency care
services. These impacts, however, would be relatively insignificant within the overall context of the areas
served by the respective public services.
In the long term, operation of the proposed facilities will have negligible community impact on police, fire,
and emergency services, since the project involves replacing an existing building with a modern facility
designed to current fire code and with security considerations.
3.15 INFRASTRUCTURE
Water: WCC is serviced by a looped potable water system, consisting of 2-, 6-, 8-, and 16 inch waterlines.
The source of the water is the City & County of Honolulu’s water system off a 16-inch water main that
connects Lolii and Keaahala Streets. This connection provides water to the system that supplies the
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College’s buildings and an existing 600,000 gallon water tank mauka of the Hawaii State Hospital (above
the Goddard Building). The water tank was originally used to store water pumped from an artesian well on
site. The artesian well has since been de-commissioned.
Wastewater: WCC is serviced of 6- and 8-inch sewerlines. The sewer system is connected to the
municipal system at Keaahala Street and Kamua Place. Both of these systems flow makai and combine
downstream.
Drainage: Runoff from the WCC is directed to the Keaahala Stream drainage basin via on-site and off-site
drainage structures, which ultimately empty into Kaneohe Bay. Runoff from the northwestern portion of
these areas is diverted through a system of catch basins and underground drain lines into a gully to the
west of the property. This gully is part of the Keaahala Stream Drainage basin. The southwestern portion
is drained by catch basins and underground drain lines leading to the east side of the Kaneohe District Park
where it empties into a ditch which is also part of the Keaahala Stream Drainage basin.
Solid Waste: Municipal solid waste collection and disposal services are provided by the Refuse Collection
and Disposal Division of the City and County of Honolulu Department of Environmental Services.
Electrical: Three phase electric utility service is provided to WCC at 12,470 volts by Hawaiian Electric
Company (HECO). The electrical power usage for the campus is primarily metered and controlled at the
main electrical metering and switching vault located at the northeast corner of the student/public parking lot
on Keaahala Road. Distribution to the various buildings on campus is provided at 12.47 kV via
underground primary loop feeders routed through electrical handholes and underground ductlines. The
existing primary distribution system has sufficient capacity to support the LLRC.
Existing overhead communications lines along Ala Koolau (formerly Ilima Way) that presently feeds Hale
Manaleo, Hale Laakea, and Hale Noeau will be removed and placed underground.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Water: No significant impacts on the municipal water system are anticipated during construction of the
proposed project. The existing water system for Hale Manaleo will be utilized. A new 6-inch waterline will
connect to the existing water system along Ilima Way. The new LLRC will contain a fire sprinkler system
similar to the other buildings on campus.
Wastewater: No significant impacts on the municipal wastewater system are anticipated during
construction of the proposed project. .The new wastewater system will be connected to the existing
wastewater system and have a minimum pipe size of 4 inches.
Drainage: No significant impacts on the drainage system are anticipated during construction of the
proposed project. The drainage system shall direct all surface runoff away from the building. The inlets will
be directed toward an underground detention system located on-site and the overflow will be toward an
existing detention pond.
The drainage anticipated for the proposed LLRC will utilize existing drainage lines on either side of the
project site. There is a 36-inch drainage main to the north-northwest and a 24-inch drainage main to the
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south and southeast. Both of these mains flow to the east where they both have outlet structures that flow
into an open drainage ditch.
Storm runoff from the project site during site preparation will be controlled in compliance with the City and
County of Honolulu, Rules Relating to Storm Drainage Standards. Typical mitigation measures include:
appropriately stockpiling materials on-site to prevent runoff; building over, or establishing landscaping as
early as possible on disturbed soils to minimize length of exposure.
Since the area of soil disturbance within the project site will exceed one acre, an NPDES Individual permit
for Construction Storm Water Activities will be obtained from the DOH. A Best Management Practices
(BMP) Plan will be prepared in conjunction with the NPDES Individual permit application.
Solid Waste: No significant impacts on the municipal solid waste collection and disposal system are
anticipated during construction of the proposed project. Construction of the proposed project will require
grading and excavation activities, which may result in excess soil. It will be the responsibility of the
contractor to property dispose of excess soil and other construction wastes at a Department of Health
permitted solid waste facility.
Electrical: No significant impacts on the electrical system are anticipated during construction of the
proposed project.
Parking lot light assemblies consisting of luminaries mounted on metal poles will be provided to match the
lighting for the existing parking lots.
Street lighting along the widened roadways will be provided to match existing lighting. The road widening
of Ala Koolau behind Hale Laakea and Hale Palanakila will remove four or five streetlights mounted on
wooden poles and will be replaced with street lighting to match existing pole lighting in adjacent areas.
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4.0 RELATIONSHIP TO LAND USE, POLICIES AND CONTROLS
The plans and policies relating to the proposed project range from broad program guidance to land use
controls governing the project site. Construction of the proposed project is in consonance with the various
plans, policies, and regulatory controls, as discussed below.
4.1

STATE OF HAWAII

4.1.1 Hawaii State Plan
The Hawaii State Plan (Chapter 226, Hawaii Revised Statutes, as amended) provides the overall theme,
goals, objectives, policies and priority guidelines for statewide planning. The Hawaii State Plan also directs
the appropriate State agencies to prepare functional plans for their respective program areas. The
proposed project supports and is consistent with the following State Plan objectives:
Socio-cultural advancement – Education
(a)(1):
Emphasize quality educational programs in Hawaii’s institutions to promote academic
excellence.
(a)(2):
Promote programs and activities that facilitate the acquisition of basic skills, such as
reading, writing, computing, listening, speaking, and reasoning.
(a)(4):
Ensure the provision of adequate and accessible educational services and facilities that
are designed to meet individual and community needs.
(b)(3):
Increase and approve the use of information technology in education and encourage
programs which increase the public’s awareness and understanding of the impact of
information technologies on our lives.
(b)(4):
Support education programs and activities that enhance personal development, physical
fitness, recreation, and cultural pursuits of all groups.
(b)(5)
Provide appropriate educational opportunities for groups with special needs.
(c)(2):
Promote educational programs which enhance understanding of Hawaii’s cultural heritage.
Comment: The proposed project will create a new LLRC that will aid in the continuation of quality
educational programs that contribute to the overall academic excellence at WCC. The proposed modern
facility will house the library, learning skills center, computer labs, and media center. The library and
related services will be located on the first floor, with study areas, conference rooms, offices, and other
library related services on the second and basement levels. The college will continue to promote a variety
of programs, including those that support the acquisition of basic skills, encourage public understanding of
information technology, enhance personal development, and promote the community’s understanding of
Hawaii’s cultural heritage. The proposed project will also meet related future demands.
4.1.2 State Functional Plans
State Functional Plans serve as the primary implementing vehicle for the goals, objectives and policies of
the Hawaii State Plan. The functional plans guide implementation of State and County actions in the
following areas: agriculture, transportation, conservation lands, education, tourism, water resources,
energy, recreation, historic and preservation, health, housing, higher education, employment, and human
services. The following are related objectives and policies applicable to the proposed project:
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State Education Functional Plan:
Objective A(4): Services and Facilities
Policy: Ensure the provision of adequate and accessible educational services and facilities that
are designed to meet individual and community needs.
Objective B(3): Increased Use of Technology
Policy: Increase and improve the uses of information technology in education and encourage
programs which increase the public’s awareness and understanding of the impact of
information technologies on our lives.
Objective B(4): Personal Development
Policy: Support education programs and activities that enhance personal development, physical
fitness, recreation, and cultural pursuits of all groups.
Comment: The proposed project will create a new LLRC that will aid in the continuation of quality
educational programs that contribute to the overall academic excellence at WCC. The proposed modern
facility will house the library, learning skills center, computer labs, and media center. The library and
related services will be located on the first floor, with study areas, conference rooms, offices, and other
library related services on the second and basement levels. The College will continue to promote a variety
of programs, including those that support the acquisition of basic skills, encourage public understanding of
information technology, enhance personal development, and promote the community’s understanding of
Hawaii’s cultural heritage. The proposed project will also meet related future demands.
4.1.3 State Land Use District
The State Land Use Law is intended to preserve, protect, and encourage the development of lands in the
State for uses which are best suited to the public health and welfare of Hawaii’s people. The Hawaii Land
Use Law in Chapter 205, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), classifies all land in the State into four land use
districts: Urban, Agricultural, Conservation, and Rural. The project site lies within the Urban District, which
includes “lands characterized by city-like concentrations of people, structures, streets, urban level of
services and other related uses.” (see Figure 4-1). The proposed project is consistent with the Urban
classification.
4.2

CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU

4.2.1 General Plan
The General Plan for the City and County of Honolulu is a statement of the long-range social, economic,
environmental, and design objectives for the general welfare and prosperity of the people of Oahu. The
Plan is also a statement of broad policies that facilitate the attainment of the objectives of the Plan. Eleven
subject areas provide the framework for the City’s expression of public policy concerning the needs of the
people and functions of government. These areas include population; economic activity; the natural
environment; housing; transportation and utilities; energy; physical development and urban design; public
safety; health and education; culture and recreation; and government operations and fiscal management.
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As presented in Chapters 1 and 2 and assessed in Chapter 3 of this environmental assessment, the
proposed action is in consonance with the following objectives and policies of the General Plan:
III.

Natural Environment

Objective A:

To protect and preserve the natural environment.

Policy 9:
Objective B:

Protect mature trees on public and private lands and encourage their integration
into new developments.

To preserve and enhance the natural monuments and scenic views of Oahu for the benefit
of both residents and visitors.

Policy 2:
Policy 3:

Protect Oahu’s scenic views, especially those seen from highly developed and
highly travelled areas.
Locate roads, highways, and other public facilities and utilities in areas where they
will least obstruct important views of the mountains and the sea.

Comment: WCC is located on gently sloping land on the northeastern slope of Puu Keahiakahoe, a peak in
the Koolau Range. Scenic views from the site include Kaneohe Bay, Kaneohe town, Olomana Ridge, and
the towering Koolau Range to the northwest and southwest. The proposed project incorporates the scenic
setting of the campus as an asset to the WCC. The proposed LLRC will take advantage of its location in
the center of campus as well as take advantage of the mauka and makai views from its location.
The existing WCC buildings, are generally not visible from public vantage points along Likelike and Kahekili
Highways due to low building profiles, topography, and forested areas surrounding much of the campus.
The proposed facility will be less than 50 feet in height and the architectural theme will reflect the Spanish
Mission Revival architectural style.
Several mature banyan trees are located near Hale Manaleo and will be protected during the construction.
The campus is generously landscaped and additional landscaping will be provided to screen parking areas.
VII.

Physical Development and Urban Design

Objective A:

To coordinate changes in the physical environment to Oahu to ensure that all new
developments are timely, well-designed, and appropriate for the areas in which they will be
located.

Policy 2:

Objective E:

To create and maintain attractive, meaningful and stimulating environments throughout
Oahu.

Policy 4:
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Coordinate the location and timing of new development with the availability of
adequate water supply, sewage treatment, drainage, transportation, and public
safety facilities.

Require the consideration of urban design principles in all development projects.
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Policy 5:
Policy 8:
Policy 9:
Policy 10:
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Require new developments in stable, established communities and rural areas to
be compatible with the existing communities and areas.
Preserve and maintain beneficial open space in urbanized areas.
Design public structures to meet high aesthetic and functional standards and to
complement the physical character of the communities they will serve.
Establish a review process to evaluate the design of major development projects.

Comment: The development of WCC has progressed in accordance with the development plans
represented in the Five Year Master Plan. Unfortunately, the timeframes for implementing improvements
have been subject to funding availability and have unfortunately been delayed. The University of Hawaii
has finally received funding and is now moving forward to design and construct a new LLRC at the WCC
campus. In Fall 2007, WCC with the help of the community and key legislators appropriated $41.6 million
for its construction.
The purpose of this project is to provide a state of the art facility that is capable of accommodating WCC’s
present and anticipated future enrollment. This project will satisfy needed functional space requirements
and facilities to correct current inadequacies in the existing Library’s capacity to serve the students and
faculty.
The proposed project incorporates the scenic setting of the campus as an asset to the WCC. The
proposed LLRC will take advantage of its location in the center of campus as well as take advantage of the
mauka and makai views from its location. The design of the proposed LLRC complies with the Urban
Design Plan for WCC and will be reviewed by the Design Committee.
The existing WCC buildings, are generally not visible from public vantage points along Likelike and Kahekili
Highways due to low building profiles, topography, and forested areas surrounding much of the campus.
The proposed facility will be less than 50 feet in height and the architectural theme will reflect the Spanish
Mission Revival architectural style.
Several mature banyan trees are located near Hale Manaleo and will be protected during the construction.
The proposed LLRC was designed to have minimal impact on the mature banyan trees and the open space
of the quadrangle. The campus is generously landscaped and additional landscaping will be provided to
screen parking areas.
IX.

Health and Education

Objective B:

To provide a wide range of educational opportunities for the people of Oahu.

Policy 1:
Policy 2:
Policy 3:
Policy 4:
Policy 5:

Support education programs that encourage the development of employable skills.
Encourage the provision of informal education programs for people of all age
groups.
Encourage the after-hours use of school buildings, grounds, and facilities.
Encourage the construction of school facilities that are designed for flexibility and
high levels of use.
Facilitate the appropriate location of learning institutions form the preschool
through the university levels.
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Comment: By creating a new LLRC the proposed project will aid in the college’s continuing provision of
quality educational opportunities, programs, and facilities. Overall, the project will greatly improve the
college’s facilities and ability to serve the community.
IX.

Health and Education

Objective C:

To make Honolulu the center of higher education in the Pacific.

Policy 1:
Policy 2:

Encourage continuing improvement in the quality of higher education in Hawaii.
Encourage the development of diverse opportunities in higher education.

Comment: The project will further encourage higher education in the Pacific that is able to promote diverse
educational opportunities throughout the island.
4.2.2 Development and Sustainable Communities Plan
The City and County of Honolulu’s Development/Sustainable Communities Plan program provides a
relatively detailed framework for implementing the objectives and policies of the General Plan on an area
wide basis. Eight community-oriented plans have been adopted covering the entire island. Each of the
plans is intended to help guide public policy, investment, and decision making within their representative
region.
4.2.2.1 Koolaupoko Sustainable Communities Plan
The project site is located within the Koolaupoko Sustainable Communities Plan (SCP) Area, which
extends from Makapuu Point to Kaoio Point. The City’s Land Use Map indicates WCC is located on lands
designated for Institutional uses. The proposed project is consistent with the following guidelines, policies
and principles contained in the Koolaupoko SCP:
3.8
3.8.1

Institutional Uses
General Policies:
Existing Campuses: Existing institutions may expand facilities and programs within the campuses
they presently occupy. However, because the major institutions are located adjacent to significant
scenic resources, the campuses should retain an open space character and buildings and facilities
on the campus and should be sited and designed to respect the scenic context.

3.8.2 Planning Principles
The following principles apply to the expansion or renovation of existing institutional campuses:
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Appropriate Scale and Architectural Style. Maintain consistency between the building mass of an
institution and its campus setting. The architectural character of institutional buildings and structures
should respect the surrounding urban and natural features, particularly when located adjacent to a
residential area of significant natural or historic feature.
Environmental Compatibility. Encourage energy efficient features, such as the use of solar panels
for heating water, and passive solar design, such as the use of window recesses and overhangs and
orientation of openings to allow natural cross-ventilation. Also, resource conservation measures such
as water flow constructors and facilities for the sorting of waste materials for recycling should be
incorporated in the design of new development.
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Comment: The proposed construction is based on a Master Plan that preserves the scenic and open
nature of the campus. The proposed LLRC will take advantage of its location in the center of campus as
well as take advantage of the mauka and makai views from its location. The proposed facility will be less
than 50 feet in height and the architectural theme will reflect the Spanish Mission Revival architectural style.
Several mature banyan trees are located near Hale Manaleo and will be protected during the construction.
The campus is generously landscaped and additional landscaping will be provided to screen parking areas.
The design will encourage the use of natural daylight and allow for views of the Koolau mountains to the
west and distant ocean views to the north and east. To promote environmental sustainability, the project
goal is to achieve a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver Certification, based on
the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) criteria. Some of the sustainable strategies include:
1. Supporting alternative means of transportation by providing bicycle storage, staff showers,
preferred parking for carpool/vanpools, and preferred parking for low-emission/hybrid vehicles.
2. Sensitivity to site disturbance and preservation of open space.
3. Water use reduction using ultra flow fixtures, waterless urinals, and no irrigation.
4. Optimized energy performance using:
a. High efficiency, chilled beam air conditioning system
b. Capturing natural daylight using large window walls, light shelves, skylights, and clerestory
windows
c. Energy efficient lighting
d. Sustainable on-site power generation
5. Interior finished utilizing post consumer and pre consumer recycle content
6. Improved indoor air and environmental quality and mold prevention
7. Low impact cleaning and maintenance procedures to maintain the healthy environment within the
building for years to come.
4.2.3 Land Use Ordinance and Zoning
The City and County of Honolulu Land Use Ordinance (LUO) regulates land use in accordance with
adopted land use policies, including the General Plan and DPs. The provisions are also referred to as the
zoning ordinance. The project site is zoned AG-2 General Agricultural District (see Figure 4-2). According
to the LUO, Universities and colleges are permitted in AG-2 with a Plan Review Use (PRU) Permit.
4.2.4 Plan Review Use (PRU)
The City and County of Honolulu (City) Council previously approved a Plan Review Use (PRU) Permit for a
Five Year Master Plan planned for Windward Community College on May 4, 1994 under Council Resolution
No. 94-87, CD-1. The Master Plan included the construction of new buildings, the renovation of existing
buildings and the development of support infrastructure, including the proposed LLRC. As part of the PRU,
nine (9) conditions were imposed, and all of the conditions have been satisfied.
Under this Resolution, Condition No. 8 addressed a timeframe for which building permits must be obtained
to implement the improvements indicated under that master plan. This condition stated:
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“No building permit shall be issued for construction which is: (1) covered by this Plan Review Use;
and (2) for which Plan Review Use approval is required, after the fifth anniversary of the date of the
adoption to this Resolution unless the Applicant obtains an amendment to the Resolution to permit
the construction or obtains a new Plan Review Use approval from the City Council for the
construction.”
A request to modify this Condition to grant a time extension was approved by the City Department of
Planning and Permitting (DPP) on June 16, 2000. The time requirement under the Resolution was thus
amended to extend it to the “eighth anniversary” from the date of the adoption of this Resolution. Under
this extension, the timeframe was extended up to the year 2002. However, no further time extensions have
been issued since then. As a result, another amendment to this Condition is required to allow for the
construction of the proposed LLRC along with other future improvements implemented by WCC.
Windward Community College - University of Hawaii is requesting to amend Condition No. 8.
The amendment to Condition No. 8 extending the time required to obtain building permits was needed to
allow construction of improvements planned for WCC which includes the currently proposed LLRC project.
Without this amendment, construction of the LLRC project would not be able to occur resulting in the loss of
about $41.6 million in funding already appropriated for this project. Furthermore, additional improvements
planned by WCC would not be allowed to proceed.
With the loss of this funding, there are no assurances WCC can get funding re-appropriated for this project
in the future given competing funding requests by other colleges within the University of Hawai‘i system. In
addition, the costs required to construct the project would be greater in the future due to increasing inflation
costs.
Without the amendment, other improvements planned for WCC under the master plan would also not be
able to be implemented. This includes several renovation projects for existing buildings as well. The
inability of WCC to implement these improvements would significantly impede their ability to adequately
provide quality educational programs and activities for their students and provide support facilities for
faculty.
The City Council approved the amendment on December 3, 2008 (see Appendix E).
4.2.4.1 Compliance with Parking Implementation Plan
One of the conditions of the PRU was to prepare A Parking Implementation Plan (PIP). A PIP was
prepared and was approved on December 14, 1995 by the City. This plan provides phasing information
and detailed layouts for the parking facilities proposed in the Windward Community College (WCC) Five
Year Master Plan. The PIP was organized into five phases to address provisions corresponding with each
major phase of campus development. Required parking would also be phased to support new facilities.
The necessary number of parking and loading spaces provided would be in accordance with the Land Use
Ordinance and be available during all increments of construction activities.
As funding became available, the construction of new facilities and the renovation of existing facilities
occurred. The development of the campus did not necessarily follow the phasing outlined in the PIP,
therefore the total number of parking stalls needed at each phase may have been less or more than what
should have been provided.
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The proposed project falls within Phase 3 of the PIP. At the end of Phase 3, WCC should have 869 parking
stalls. At the end of all phases, WCC should have 912 parking stalls, based on the approval for a Minor
Modification for Building D on June 16, 2000.
A parking survey was conducted by Architects Hawaii in June 2008. Currently there are 624 parking stalls
(includes 39 ADA stalls) and 5 loading spaces. WCC is currently 245 stalls short based on Phase 3 of the
PIP. At the end of all phases WCC should meet the required number of parking stalls (912 parking stalls)
as stated in the PIP.
Proposed locations for parking areas have changed since the approval of the PIP. Hale Ao (Hawaiian
Studies Building) which was scheduled to be used for parking (provide 84 stalls at Phase 5), has been
renovated using federal funds. As a result, Hale Ao will not be replaced with parking. In addition, Hale
Awa, which was master planned to become a parking lot (252 stalls), has been leased to the Law Library
Microfilm Consortium until 2027 affecting WCC’s ability to provide planned parking stalls. With the removal
of a parking lot at Hale Awa and Hale Ao, other areas for additional parking need to be identified and
planned for to account for the loss of these parking areas.
The location of the proposed new parking lot #1 was previously identified as the proposed Child Care and
Services Center in the Five Year Master Plan. The relocation of the proposed Child Care and Services
Center will need to be addressed when WCC’s Master Plan is updated.
For the proposed LLRC, 96 parking stalls are proposed. A new parking lot adjacent to the existing front
entrance parking lot (parking lot #1) will consist of 92 parking stalls (includes 10 ADA stalls) and 4
additional ADA stalls will be placed near Hale Manaopono and Hale Laakea (2 ADA stalls near each
building). While 96 stalls will be added, 10 existing stalls well be eliminated, resulting in a net addition of 86
parking stalls, which meets the LUO parking requirements.
In addition to the new parking lot mentioned above, two additional parking areas are also proposed.
Another parking area (parking lot #2) is proposed next to Hale Awa, which will consist of 30 parking stalls.
An additional 21 parking stalls will be provided along Ala Koolau (mauka boundary of WCC). These
additional parking areas are additive bid items and will be constructed or not, depending on funding. A total
of 137 parking stalls could be provided with the LLRC project. WCC would still be short by 108 stalls at the
end of Phase 3 and 151 stalls short at the end of all phases.
Although the number of existing parking stalls is less than what the PIP states for Phase 3, the number of
parking stalls being provided as part of the proposed project meets LUO parking requirements. The PIP
will need to be updated when WCC updates their PRU Master Plan.
4.2.4.2 Compliance with Urban Design Plan
Another condition of the PRU was to prepare an Urban Design Plan and Design Guidelines. This plan was
accepted on April 12, 1996 by the City. This plan is provided to supplement, and to be used in conjunction
with the Planned Review Use for a Five Year Master Plan for WCC. The WCC Urban Design Plan provides
additional guidance for implementing the desired character of future developments and the concepts set
forth in the Five Year Master Plan.
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Campus Concepts and Themes
The Urban Design Plan states “The concept for the overall design character is to promote the atmosphere
and feel associated with a friendly, small town college campus which presently exists. In response to this
image, design concepts and themes consistently call for preserving and enhancing the existing unique
qualities of the buildings and site features…..”
Campus Architecture Objectives:
 Create an identity for the College buildings that is separate from the Hawaii State Hospital.
 Keep footprints of new buildings compact to maintain maximum open space.
 Introduce new buildings that respect the location, scale and size of the existing buildings.
Comment: The new LLRC was initially planned to be about 81,700 square feet in size, but was scaled
down to approximately 69,000 square feet. Figure 2-7 includes an overall site plan for this project. The
proposed three-story facility will replace Hale Manaleo located near the center of the WCC campus. Hale
Laakea and Hale Manaopono are located mauka and makai of Hale Manaleo. An open lawn area is
located to the east and Hale Palanakila is located to the west. The proposed LLRC is designed to take
advantage of the open space on campus and the mauka/makai views from the proposed building.
Site Design Objectives:
 Create strong edge definition between the college and the State Hospital.
 Keep central portion of main campus and northern corner (future play fields) as major open space.
 Locate parking and roads at the perimeter of the main campus.
 Create a pathway system for pedestrians and maintenance, covered walkways and accessible routes.
Comment: The new LLRC was initially planned to be about 81,700 square feet in size, but was scaled
down to approximately 69,000 square feet. The proposed three-story facility will replace Hale Manaleo
(Building H) located near the center of the WCC campus. The site optimally places the new LLRC at the
hub of campus pedestrian traffic. Hale Laakea and Hale Manaopono are located mauka and makai of Hale
Manaleo. An open lawn area is located to the east and Hale Palanakila is located to the west. The
proposed LLRC is designed to take advantage of the open space on campus and the mauka/makai views
from the proposed building.
The LLRC will be designed not to significantly impact the expansive green open space of the quadrangle,
dramatic views of the Koolau mountain range, prominent banyan trees and distant views of the ocean at
Kaneohe Bay.
The exterior design of the proposed facility will be consistent with the Spanish Mission Revival architectural
style already established throughout the campus. The design will encourage the use of natural daylight
and allow for views of the Koolau mountains to the west and distant ocean views to the north and east.
The existing road, Ilima Way, will be demolished and the existing accessible parking stalls relocated. The
results will extend the campus quadrangle and create a contiguous, green, open space, thus maintaining
and enhancing the existing view corridors.
Fire truck access to the LLRC is required. Ala Koolau located to the east of Hale Manaleo bisects the
campus and is proposed to be closed off. The fire lane driveway and turnaround will be designed to
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function as a plaza for pedestrian circulation, and the large turn around area as an open plaza, gathering
space.
The proposed LLRC is in compliance with the architectural and design concept objectives discussed in the
Urban Design Plan.
Building Layout: The new LLRC was initially planned to be about 81,700 square feet in size, but was
scaled down to 62,000 square feet. Figure 2-7 includes an overall site plan for this project. The proposed
three-story facility will replace Hale Manaleo located near the center of the WCC campus. Hale Laakea
and Hale Manaopono are located mauka and makai of Hale Manaleo. An open lawn area is located to the
east and Hale Palanakila is located to the west. The proposed LLRC is designed to take advantage of the
open space on campus and the mauka/makai views from the proposed building. The proposed LLRC will
not exceed the 50 foot height limit, as shown in Figures 2-8 and 2-9.
Vehicular Circulation and Parking: The proposed project eliminates Ala Koolau that divides the main
campus. This area will be used for the new fire lane and truck turnaround area required for the project.
The turnaround “plaza” will also function as a pedestrian gathering place.
The two proposed parking lots are proposed at the periphery of the campus. Proposed parking lot #1 is
proposed as an extension of the existing entrance parking lot and parking lot #2 is located adjacent to Hale
Awa.
Three (3) segments of Ala Koolau will also be widened.
Pedestrian Circulation: The proposed LLRC project will enhance the pedestrian system. The LLRC is
located in the center of campus and will become the focus and/or main gathering place for WCC. The
proposed project eliminates the existing through-road and turning into it a pedestrian like plaza which will
also be used for emergency access.
The proposed project site is a highly used central location at the north end of the “Quad”, the central green
open space. This site optimally places the new LLRC at a convenient crossroads and hub for campus
pedestrian traffic moving between the buildings at the south end of campus and the buildings at the north
end of campus. Included among these are the Student Center, the Humanities Building, the Science
Complex, classroom buildings and parking.
Landscaping: The location of the new LLRC building was appropriately sited to maintain the existing
banyan trees. The mature banyan trees located around the existing Hale Manaleo, proposed parking lot
#1, and Ala Koolau will be protected during the construction of the new facility. Landscaping will be added
around the proposed parking lots as needed. The Landscape plan will be in compliance with the
Landscape Plan approved by the City.
Design Review Committee
The proposed project is under review with the Design Review Committee.
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5.0 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
5.1

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under the No Action Alternative, WCC would maintain their existing facilities and would not build a new
Library and Learning Resources Center, additional parking, and accessory improvements. The No Action
Alternative would require that the school’s staff and students continue to operate under existing conditions.
These deficiencies would continue to impair the school’s ability to effectively provide for a stimulating and
productive environment for students. It would also restrict the college’s ability to provide a state of the art
facility that is capable of accommodating WCC’s present and anticipated future enrollment.
5.2

ALTERNATIVE SITE DEVELOPMENT LAYOUTS

A variety of site development concepts were developed as part of the design process to analyze and
evaluate the project’s siting, height, scenic views, and open space requirements. The project site is limited
by the development standards pursuant to the Plan Review Use for Five Year Master Plan for WCC.
Due to the disadvantages of building a new LLRC around Hale Manaleo, demolishing Hale Manaleo was
the appropriate alternative.
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6.0 DETERMINATION AND COMPLIANCE
This Final EA was prepared in accordance with the consultation process of Chapter 343, HRS. Based on
the significance criteria of Section 200-12 of Title 11, Administrative Rules, Department of Health, State of
Hawaii, it is determined that the proposed project will not have a major effect on the environment, therefore
this Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) will be filed with the State Office of Environmental Quality
Control (OEQC). The proposed project’s relationship to each of the significance criteria is discussed below.
(1) Involve an irrevocable commitment to loss or destruction of any natural or cultural resource;
The proposed project will not involve the loss or destruction of any natural or cultural resource. The
proposed LLRC was designed to preserve the open space in the center of campus. The mature banyan
trees located near Hale Manaleo will be protected throughout construction.
(2) Curtail the range of beneficial uses of the environment;
The proposed project will not curtail the beneficial uses of the environment. The proposed project involves
the redevelopment of a site already developed. The proposed LLRC was designed to preserve the open
space and take advantage of the mauka and makai views. The proposed project is being designed to meet
Silver LEED guidelines.
(3) Conflict with the state’s long-term environmental policies or goals and guidelines as expressed in
Chapter 343, HRS, and any revisions thereof and amendments thereto, court decisions, or executive
orders;
The proposed project will not conflict with the State’s long-term environmental policies, goals and/or
guidelines. As presented in this EA, the project’s potential temporary adverse impacts are associated with
short-term construction-related activities and can be mitigated through adherence to standard construction
mitigation practices.
(4) Substantially affect the economic or social welfare of the community or state;
The proposed project will not adversely impact the economic or social welfare of the community. The
proposed project would provide short-term economic benefits in the form of construction jobs.
(5) Substantially affect public health;
The proposed project will not adversely impact public health. Short-term impacts are related to
construction-related activities such as air and noise. The appropriate mitigation measures will be
implemented to minimize the impact to the students and staff of WCC, as well as the surrounding
neighbors.
(6) Involve substantial secondary impacts, such as population changes or effects on public facilities;
The proposed project would not generate any new in-migrant residents to the island of Oahu due to
additional permanent jobs since none are expected. The new building would be operated by the existing
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school’s staff. Thus, there would be no significant effect on State and City operational expenditures for
public services performed by staff. The new building will contribute increased operating costs for the
overall college associated with increased electrical use. However, this increase is not expected to be
significant and would be appropriately incorporated in the WCC’s operating budget and expenses. The
proposed project is being designed to meet Silver LEED guidelines.
(7) Involve a substantial degradation of environmental quality;
The proposed project is not anticipated to have a negative impact upon the environment. Construction
activities associated with the proposed project are anticipated to result in short-term impacts to noise, air
quality, water quality and traffic in the immediate vicinity. With the incorporation of mitigation measures
during the construction period, the project will not result in long-term degradation to the environmental
quality.
(8) Individually limited but cumulatively has considerable effect upon the environment or involves a
commitment for larger actions;
The proposed project will not create a commitment for any larger actions, nor will it contribute to cumulative
negative effect upon the environment. The proposed project involves the redevelopment of a site already
developed and consistent with land use plans and designations.
(9) Substantially affect a rare, threatened or endangered species, or its habitat;
The proposed improvements will occur on already developed portions of the project site. There are no
known rare, threatened or endangered species of flora or fauna or associated habitat on the project site
that could be adversely affected by the proposed action.
(10) Detrimentally affect air or water quality or ambient noise levels;
Operation of construction equipment would temporarily elevate ambient noise and concentrations of
exhaust emission in the immediate vicinity of the project site. The proposed redevelopment will have no
significant long-term impact on air or water quality or ambient noise levels in the vicinity.
(11) Affect or is likely to suffer damage by being located in an environmentally -sensitive area such as a
flood plain, tsunami zone, beach, erosion-prone area, geologically hazardous land, estuary, fresh
water, or coastal waters;
The project site is located within Zones “X” and “D”, Areas determined to be outside the 0.2% annual
chance of floodplain and areas in which flood hazards are undetermined. No significant impacts to flood
hazards are anticipated as a result of the proposed action.
(12) Substantially affect scenic vistas and viewplanes identified in county or state plans or studies; or
The proposed redevelopment is based on a Master Plan that incorporates the scenic setting of the campus
as an asset to the programs offered by the College. The campus is generously landscaped and additional
landscaping will be provided along the entry way and perimeter of the campus. The proposed project was
designed to preserve the open space and take advantage of the mauka and makai views.
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(13) Require substantial energy consumption.
Construction and operation of the project will not require substantial energy consumption. The proposed
buildings and improvements are intended to improve operational efficiencies. The proposed project is
being designed to meet Silver LEED guidelines.
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7.0 LIST OF REQUIRED PERMIT APPROVALS
The following is a list of permits, approvals and reviews, which may be required prior to construction of the
proposed project:
State of Hawaii
Department of Health
 Noise Variance Permit
 Permit for Air Emissions
 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Individual Permit
Disabilities Communication and Access Board (DCAB)
 Review pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG)
State Historic Preservation Division
 Historic Buildings Review
City & County of Honolulu
Department of Planning and Permitting
 Building Permit
 Grading Permit
 Amendment Request to Plan Review Use (PRU): The City Council approved the amendment on
December 3, 2008
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8.0 CONSULTATION
8.1

PRE-ASSESSMENT CONSULTATION

The following agencies and organizations were contacted during the preparation of the Draft EA. Of those
who formally replied during the pre-assessment period, some had no comments while others provided
substantive comments as indicated by the 9 and 99, respectively. All written comments are reproduced
herein (Appendix A).
Federal
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
State
Department of Accounting & General Services 99
Department of Education
9
Department of Health, Office of Environmental Quality Control
Department of Health, Environmental Planning Office
Department of Health, Environmental Management Office
Department of Land & Natural Resources
Department of Land & Natural Resources, Land Division 9
Department of Land & Natural Resources, Historic Preservation Division 9
Department of Land & Natural Resources, Commission on Water Resources Management
Department of Land & Natural Resources, Engineering Division 99
Department of Transportation 99
Windward Comprehensive Health Center
Hawaii State Hospital
Judiciary, Kaneohe District Courthouse
City
Board of Water Supply 99
Department of Parks & Recreation
Department of Planning & Permitting
Department of Transportation Services
Fire Department
99
Police Department
9
Department of Facility Maintenance

9
99
99
9

Other
Kaneohe Neighborhood Board, No. 30
Representative Ken Ito, 48th District
Representative Cynthia Thielen,
Representative Pono Chong
Representative Tommy Waters
Representative Colleen Rose Meyer
Representative Michael Magaoay
Senator Jill Tokuda
99
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Senator Clayton Hee, 23rd District
Councilmember Barbara Marshall
Councilmember Rod Tam
Hakipuu Learning Center
8.2

PARTIES CONSULTED DURING THE DRAFT EA

The following agencies and organizations were consulted and comments solicited for the Draft EA. Of
those who formally replied during the Draft EA comment period, some had no comments while others
provided substantive comments as indicated by the 9 and 99, respectively. All written comments are
reproduced herein (Appendix A).
Federal
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 99
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
State
Department of Accounting & General Services 99
Department of Education
9
Department of Health, Office of Environmental Quality Control
Department of Health, Environmental Planning Office
99
Department of Health, Environmental Management Office
Department of Land & Natural Resources
Department of Land & Natural Resources, Division of Aquatic Resources 99
Department of Land & Natural Resources, Land Division 9
Department of Land & Natural Resources, Historic Preservation Division
Department of Land & Natural Resources, Engineering Division 99
Office of Hawaiian Affairs
Department of Transportation 99
Windward Comprehensive Health Center
Hawaii State Hospital
Judiciary, Kaneohe District Courthouse
City
Board of Water Supply 99
Department of Parks & Recreation
Department of Planning & Permitting
99
Department of Transportation Services 99
Fire Department
99
Police Department
Department of Facility Maintenance
Other
Kaneohe Neighborhood Board, No. 30
Representative Ken Ito
Representative Cynthia Thielen
Representative Pono Chong
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Representative Jessica Wooley
Representative Chris Lee
Senator Jill Tokuda
Senator Clayton Hee
Councilmember Ikaika Anderson
Councilmember Rod Tam
Hakipuu Learning Center
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